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Integrated ring resonators have attracted a considerable interest in optical communications because 
of their small size and wide range of applicability. Here we consider several aspects of these devices, 
beginning with a tunable hybrid ring resonators consisting of a silicon over insulator (SOI) ring 
covered with a polymer layer in a variable electric field. Varying the field changes the polymer 
refractive index and consequently the resonance condition of the cavity. This device offers a large 
degree of optical confinement together with a high modulation speed.   Subsequently, we design and 
present fabrication results for a Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) multiplexer/demultiplexer 
formed from a series of ring resonators with two channels separated by GHz 50 each that is predicted 
to exhibit a free spectral range (FSR) of GHz  100 , signal dispersion less than nmps / 30 and a 
signal cross-talk less than dB 23 .  Finally, we analyze the application of the coupled ring 
waveguide circuit to rotation sensors based on the Sagnac phase shift. Here, however our analysis 
indicates that a single ring, of the same area exhibits a higher degree of sensitivity to rotational 
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Integrated optics is increasingly employed in miniaturizing components that perform fundamental 
processing functions such as generating, detecting, filtering, amplifying, routing and multiplexing of 
signals in telecommunications and data processing systems. While standard integrated optics 
components such as arrayed waveguides and multi-mode interference (MMI) devices are well 
established in device applications, the ring resonator (RR) is becoming increasingly competitive in 
alternative designs because of its small size and functionality. The objective of this thesis is to 
propose new RR based circuits that are optimized for high speed applications. Here we build on 
previous work that has included the application of ring resonators to integrated RR cavities, [‎0] have 
been employed in numerous contexts such as polarization converters [‎2], filters [‎3] optical delay lines 
[‎4], demultiplexers [‎5], reflectors [‎6], rotational motion detectors [‎7-‎8] and logic circuits [‎9]. 
Fabrication platforms for RR devices include silicon over insulator (SOI) [‎10], polymers [‎11-‎13] and 
group III-V semiconductors [‎14-‎15].    
Accordingly, in the first chapter of this thesis we overview the waveguide theory and then 
demonstrate the manner in which RR device parameters are calculated in order to establish the basic 
principles of the RR circuit operation. In the next chapter we propose a novel hybrid ring resonator 
structure that employs the best features of two well established platforms, namely, polymer and SOI 
to obtain a high tuning speed while preserving compatibility with CMOS technology.  In ‎Chapter 3, 
we study a ring resonator (RR) structure with internal feedback that label a ―compound ring resonator 
structure‖ and demonstrate the distinguished features of this structure by incorporating it into a 
standard wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) interlaver/deinterleaver circuit. We then analyze 
this circuit with three numerical approaches, the coupling of modes in space (CMS), the coupling of 
modes in time (CMT) and the finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations. We further design 
the circuit layout and fabricate copies of the device for testing. The measurements agree well with 
theoretical calculations except for minor deviations that presumably could be eliminated with a more 
optimized design.  In ‎Chapter 4 we apply our RR design to gyroscopes for rotational motion detection 
and compare the performance to previously proposed RR based gyroscopes. We confirmed as other 
authors have noted previously that a single resonant ring provides a higher sensitivity than any more 
complex design proposed to date. We finally conclude our work and discuss possible future avenues 
for exploration. 
1.1 Electromagnetic Background 
To begin, we discuss electromagnetic field propagation in a 2D waveguide [‎16] followed by the 
effective index method (EIM) [‎17-‎20], which is useful to reduce a 3D waveguide into 2D. Next, we 
discuss electromagnetic field propagation in a 2D ring waveguide [‎21] and finally we overview the 
beam propagation method (BPM) that forms the basis for the waveguide simulator employed in much 
of the remainder of this thesis [‎22-‎28]. 
 
 2 
1.1.1 Light propagation in a two dimensional straight waveguide  
We now evaluate the complex propagation constant of the electromagnetic modes in a waveguide, 
2/ i , where   is the power loss coefficient, oen  /2 is the mode propagation 
constant, en is the mode effective refractive index and o  is the free space wavelength which is set 
to mo  55.1 in this work unless otherwise specified. In this section we further specialize to 
lossless waveguides with 0 and we follow the treatment in [‎16]. 
Consider the 2D waveguide shown in Figure ‎1.1, where the waveguide core consists of a dielectric 
layer lying in the zy   plane within 2/2/ wxw  . The layer permittivity is on 
2
11   
with o being the free space permittivity and 1n  the core refractive index (RI). The superstrate layer 
covers the top of the core in  xw 2/ with on 
2
22   while the substrate layer extends in the 
region 2/wx   with on 
2
33  . Typically, the RI values of the three layers have the 
relation 31 nn   and 21 nn  . The waveguide is considered a 2D waveguide since all layers are 
assumed infinite in the y  direction and consequently for a wave propagating in the z direction the 
fields do not vary in this y  direction.  Since metallic boundaries are not employed, the waveguide is 
termed an open waveguide for which the fields vanish at x  .  
The electric field intensity, E

, and the magnetic field intensity, H

 of  modal fields with a 
monochromatic frequency dependence given by 
tie  , where 0 / oc  is the field angular 




















































    (‎1.2.b) 
































































  (‎1.4.c)  
where ojj n 
2
 represents the layer j . The first set represents the transverse electric (TE) field 
mode where the electric field lies in the y -direction and the two magnetic field components can be 
derived from yE . Similarly, the second set of equations represents the transverse magnetic (TM) 
mode for which the magnetic field is instead in the y-direction and the two electric field components 





























   (‎1.5.b)  










is the free space propagation constant, 
and c is the vacuum speed of light. For a guided mode, 231 kkk    or equivalently 
231 nnnn e   and consequently we expect the solution to the TE and TM equations to take the 
form: 
  
 2/                          :
 2/2/    :)sin( )os(































2/                           :
 2/2/     :)sin( )os(





























 (‎1.6.b)  
respectively, where 
22








3 kk x   are the 
transverse propagation constants in the regions 2,1j and 3 respectively. Also,  61A ,  1B and 
 2B are constant values to be determined through the boundary condition and power normalization. 
The boundary conditions applied at 2/wx  result from the continuity of the tangential electric 
and magnetic field components, namely  yE and  zH for the TE mode and  yH and  zE for the TM 
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    (‎1.8.c)  




kv o    (‎1.8.d)  
In the present case  232322 ,max nnn  since 23 nn  .  The parameters b and v are called the 
normalized propagation constant and the normalized frequency respectively while m  is an integer 
termed the mode order such that 0m  defines the fundamental mode with the largest  , while 
measures the asymmetry of the cladding refractive indices with 0  for a symmetric waveguide, 
i.e. 23 nn  . The dispersion relation can then be solved graphically or numerically. 
While in the 2D problem the modes are TE and/or TM, in 3D rectangular waveguides the modes 
are hybrid. While approximate analytic methods can be applied, the simplified effective index method 
(EIM) detailed in the subsequent section [‎17-‎20] yields good numerical estimates of the propagation 
constants for many 3D waveguide structures.  
1.1.2 Effective index method (EIM)  
We consider first the 3D rectangular waveguide of Figure ‎1.2 with core dimensions labeled 
1tw and RI 1n  which divides the surrounding space into 8  regions with refractive indices 
jn where 9,..,3,2j . The substrate normally comprises the three regions given by 9,4,3j . 
While pure TE or TM modes do not exist, the modes are either TE-like modes with a dominant 






















Figure ‎1.2: Three dimensional waveguide 
The EIM calculation of en of a TE-like mode [‎17-‎20] first extends the 3,2,1j regions to infinity 
in the x -direction as shown in Figure ‎1.3.a and determines the effective RI of this structure 1en  from 
the dispersion relation of equation (‎1.7).  Recall that the TE-like mode of the 3D waveguide in Figure 
‎1.2 has its dominant electric field parallel to the substrate, i.e. in the x -direction motivating the 
choice of the TE mode for the 2D waveguide calculation.  Next, the regions given by 8,5,1j , are 
extended to infinity in the y -direction while 1n is replaced with 1en  so that the 2D waveguide of 
Figure ‎1.3.b is obtained. The effective refractive index of the TE-like mode of the three-dimensional 
structure is then approximated as en of this 2D waveguide TM mode, since the TM mode in this step 




















(a)                                                                                 (b) 
Figure ‎1.3: (a) The 2D waveguides representing the (a) first and (b) second step of the EIM 
The 2D waveguide shown in Figure ‎1.3.b. can also be employed to calculate properties such as the 
coupling ratio or the bending loss.  The steps of the EIM are slightly different for other 3D waveguide 
structures such as the rib waveguide, c.f. [‎19-‎20].   
The two 3D single-mode rectangular waveguides employed in this thesis are labeled WG1 and WG2 
and are defined in Table ‎1.1 and Table ‎1.2 and  Figure ‎1.4 and Figure ‎1.5 respectively.   Power loss 
coefficients appear in these tables correspond to scattering loss, as will be discussed later, since this is 
the main power loss mechanism in these waveguides. 
Property Value 
Core width ( w ) m 3.0  [‎29] 
Core height ( 1t ) m 3.0  [‎29]  
Silicon core RI ( 1n )  474.3 [‎29] 
Buried Silica  RI ( 98543 nnnnn  )  444.1  [‎29] 
Polymer (CLD1/APC) layer RI ( 2n ) 612.1  [‎12] 
Air RI ( 76 nn  ) 1  
Scattering power loss coefficient ( ) cmdB / 6 [‎30] 






Core width ( w ) m 5.0   
Core height ( 1t ) m 22.0  
Silicon core RI ( 1n )  474.3 [‎29]  
Buried Silica RI ( 943 nnn  )  444.1  [‎29] 
Air RI ( 87652 nnnnn  ) 1  
Scattering power loss coefficient ( ) cmdB / 4.2 [‎31-‎32] 



































Figure ‎1.5: WG2 structure.  
As a numerical example of the EIM, we calculate en  for the TE-like mode of WG1. In the first step, 































kv o . The corresponding b-v diagram is shown in Figure ‎1.6 
where the vertical line marks the value of v . The corresponding value of the normalized propagation 
constant is given by the intersection of the vertical line and the TE curve of the fundamental mode 























b e and 2.971 en .  Next we compute the TM 
mode of the 2D waveguide shown in Figure ‎1.3.b, with a core RI 2.96511 en  and the two cladding 
layers with 444.185  nn . The core thickness is mw 3.0 . The corresponding b-v diagram is 
shown in Figure ‎1.7. For this symmetric 2D waveguide, 0  and 1.5747v  . Similarly, 
396.0b  is given by the intersection of the vertical line 1.5747v  and the TM mode curve with 















Figure ‎1.6: b-v diagram for the reduced WG1 as in the first step of the EIM.  Solid (dotted) line 













Figure ‎1.7: b-v diagram for the reduced WG1 as in the second step of the EIM. Solid (dotted) 
line curves represent TE (TM) modes. 
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For WG2, the en of the TE-like mode, is obtained first from 1en of the TE mode for the field in the 
configuration of Figure ‎1.3.a with RI values from Table ‎1.2 and mt  22.01  . This 
yields 0.1087 , 1.4089v , 0.556b and hence 2.76 1 en . In the second step we solve for the 
TM mode of the configuration in Figure ‎1.3.b employing the value of 1en  from the first step, 
165  nn and mw  5.0 to obtain 0 , 2.6106 v , 0.667b and 2.33en .  
1.1.3 Light propagation in ring resonators 
We next solve Maxwell‘s equations for the ring resonator of Figure ‎1.8 with mean radius R , core 
width w and refractive index (RI) 1n , surrounded by cladding layers of RI values 2n  in 
2/0 wRr   and 3n  in 2/wRr    with r  being the radial distance from the ring center. 
The structure is symmetric about the y axis which is normal to the page outward. We consider here 











Figure ‎1.8: A ring resonator waveguide structure 
 












 ),,(),,(     (‎1.9.b) 
where 2/ i is the complex propagation constant of the mode with the real part   and the 





















































  (‎1.11.c)  
where   has been replaced by ojn 
2
with o  is the free space permittivity and jn is the RI of layer j .  
Again for a TE mode the two magnetic field components can be expressed in terms of the single 
electric field component yE while for a TM mode the two electric field components are given in 
terms of yH .  




















         (‎1.12) 
Appropriate solutions to this equation in the three regions are given by: 
  
 2/                           :)(
 2/2/        :)( )(


























  (‎1.13) 
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since the field is everywhere finite and decays to zero as r . The constants 1C , 2C , 2D  and 3C  
are determined from the field normalization and the boundary conditions at the interfaces, 
2/wRr  and 2/wRr  , obtained from the continuity of yE  and H . These yield the 


















































































































with jj nnq /1 . For the TM mode, yH and E  are continuous resulting in the dispersion relation 
with jq replaced by 1/ nnq jj  . In both cases R/  and therefore the modal propagation 
constant is obtained numerically.  Alternatively, conformal mapping [‎33] replaces the bent waveguide 
with an equivalent graded index straight waveguide to which methods such as the Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (WKB) technique [‎33-‎34] can be applied. 
These are however not trivial for bent waveguides and especially for 3D waveguides which 
generally require the EIM for a simplified analysis.  However, ring resonators with wR  , can be 
generally replaced by a straight waveguide with the same width and RI values for core and cladding 
layers [‎33-‎34], while bending contributes negligibly to   compared to surface scattering for most 
silicon over insulator (SOI) waveguides.  
1.1.4  Beam propagation method (BPM) 
The beam propagation method (BPM) [‎22-‎28] is a one-way marching algorithm for the Helmholtz 





















o   (‎1.15) 




nkk o where n  is normally chosen between the core and the cladding RI values [‎28]. Applying 





































An implicit finite-difference (FD) method based on the well-known Crank-Nicholson scheme [‎24], 
[‎26-‎27] can now be applied as in the commercial BeamPROP code employed later in this thesis. Here 
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the field is discretized on a set of grid points along the transverse plane.  From the discretized field at 
the waveguide entrance, the field propagation is numerically evaluated at z n z  .  While the above 
equation pertains to the propagation of scalar fields with small beam divergences, more complicated 
formulation applies to polarized field [‎35-‎36] and non-collimated propagation [‎25], [‎37]. Since 
however the method cannot be applied to two-way propagation as in a ring resonator, our calculations 
are applied to straight waveguides or effective straight waveguide profiles for which we calculate the 
mode profile, the propagation constant and field coupling between neighboring waveguides and 
propagation losses. An arc of central angle 
o20 is employed to estimate the bending losses or 
external coupling strengths of an RR as discussed later. 
The BeamProp results for the en of the TE-like mode of WG1 and WG2 yield the mode profiles and 
normalized effective indices of Figure ‎1.9 and Figure ‎1.10 respectively. The normalized RI indices 
differ by approximately 05.0 for WG1 and 11.0 for WG2 between the EIM and the BPM. Since this 




































Figure ‎1.10: The TE-like mode for WG2 with the characteristics in Table ‎1.2. 
1.2 Field coupling and bending loss calculations 
We now apply the methods of the previous section to evaluate field coupling and the propagation 
losses. 
1.2.1 Power coupling 
Appreciable power can be exchanged between two waveguides that support modes with the same 
or nearly the same propagation constants when the modal fields appreciably overlap. The field 
coupling ratio, k  represents the ratio of the coupled fields between the two waveguides and can be 
evaluated by the ‗coupled mode theory‘ [‎3], [‎16], [‎38-‎40]. Here we consider two waveguides, (WGI) 






















Figure ‎1.11: Two waveguides WGI and WGII, in close proximity. 
Here the core RI, width and mean radius of curvature of WGj are given by jn , jW  and 
jR respectively with IIIj ,  while the surrounding media have an RI of IIIn and The electric field 
components around the interaction region are given by oa , ob , oc and od . If the waveguide center 




 dzezsk zj    (‎1.17) 
where  )( eIIeIoIII nnk   is the difference of propagation constants of the waveguides 





















where )(xEI and )(xEII are the electric fields of the modes of propagation of WGI and WGII 
respectively. For the TE mode described by equation  (‎1.6.a) and the corresponding boundary 




























  (‎1.19) 
where 
22
IIxI kk  , 
22
IIIIxII kk  , 
22
IIIIxIII kk   , 
22
IIIIIxIV kk   , and 
ojj knk  , IIIj , and III . 
   Since substituting equation  (‎1.19) into (‎1.17) yields a complicated integral [‎38], we focus here on 
two simpler cases. For two straight waveguides interacting over a length L ,  the integration domain 
in equation (‎1.17) is 2/2/ LzL   while )(2 zs is replaced by the constant os2 in equation 








      (‎1.20)                                                         
with 
 2/LX                        (‎1.21) 
If the two waveguides are symmetric, 0  and equation (‎1.20) reduces to: 
 )sin( Lk       (‎1.22)                                                 
Then we define the coupling distance )2/(  corresponds to the interaction length for 
complete power transfer from one straight waveguide to the other, i.e. %100k . 
For two waveguides with identical core RI, i.e. III nn  , the center to center separation can be 
approximated by )2/()(
2
mo Rzszs   with IIIm RRR /1/1/1   [‎3], [‎38]. The field coupling 
ratio is then approximately [‎3]: 













  (‎1.24) 
The EIM method can often be employed to reduce the problem to 2D before applying the above 
coupling formulae. The effective RI then replaces the core RIs, In or IIn .  
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An alternative is to employ the BeamProp as shown in  
Figure ‎1.12. to calculate light coupling between two parallel waveguides separated by 
mso  7.02   and excited by a TE polarized Gaussian beam in the left waveguide. Complete power 
transfer is observed at the coupling distance of m 5.47 , yielding m / 033.0)2/(  . 
The maximum power on the monitor plot is less than %100 since the initial field does not perfectly 










Figure ‎1.12: Coupling between two straight WG2 waveguides. The power profile is given by the 
left plot while the power level versus propagation direction is shown as the blue and green lines.  
A similar procedure can be employed to calculate the coupling between a bus and a ring. While the 
beam propagation method is difficult to apply to propagation along a large angular region, 
propagating the field over a 
o20 accurately represents the interaction region in our simulation [‎19].  
Launching light into the straight waveguide and monitoring the remaining power in the straight 
waveguide after the interaction yields the results of Figure ‎1.13 for which the straight and curved 
waveguides exchange power across a gap of mgo  3.0  so that mgws oo 6.02  . The mean 
radius of the bent waveguide is mR  50 . The blue and green lines on the monitor side display the 
power variation with z in the straight and bent waveguides, respectively. Because of the mismatch 
loss between the Gaussian excitation and the mode at the entrance face of the straight waveguide, the 
normalized power level is again less than %100 . The input power is coupled from the straight 
waveguide to the curved waveguide so that the power level decreases from approximately %88 to 
%28  for a TE-like mode and to %38 with a TM-like mode corresponding to 8.8/6
2 k  for the 















Figure ‎1.13: Power coupling between a straight and a curved waveguide for (a) TE-like and  (b) 
TM-like modes. 
1.2.2 Propagation loss factor 
In straight waveguide segments, losses occur through scattering and intrinsic absorption losses. 
Bending losses are also present in curved waveguides while mode mismatch losses are present at 
interfaces between straight and bent segments.  Since SOI waveguides should possess small cross 
sections in order to exhibit small fabrication footprints, single mode operation and small bending 
losses [‎10], side-wall roughness from fabrication imperfections can be of significant effect yielding 
scattering losses typically between cmdB / 2.0 to cmdB / 5 [‎10] that are examined both theoretically 
as well as experimentally in [‎10], [‎13], [‎29] and [‎41-‎42].  Additionally, power leakage into a lower 
refractive index substrate layer can occur if the buried oxide layer is not thick enough to suppress any 
overlap between the propagating mode and the silicon substrate. Typically this requires a m 1 thick 
silica layer [‎29].  Absorption losses are negligible for SOI waveguides operating at the 
telecommunications wavelength mo   55.1  since the energy gap of silicon is ev 1.1  [‎42].  
Also, since the modal wave-front propagates with faster phase velocities far from the center of 
rotation of a bent waveguide, at a certain distance from the center, the wave-front would have to 
propagate with a phase velocity greater than the speed of light in the medium. Since this is not 
possible, bending losses are instead induced.  
To decrease bending losses, the electric field must be tightly confined inside the waveguide core, 
which requires a large refractive index (RI) contrast between the waveguide core and cladding. 
Indeed, SOI provides larger contrast than most other platforms such as polymers, since the RI contrast 
is approximately 2  for SOI waveguides.  This enables small bending radius waveguides ( mR 5 ) 
with negligible bending losses [‎32] that can be employed in e.g. large free spectral range ( FSR) 
WDM multiplexers as will be discussed in ‎Chapter 3. An illustration using BeamPROP is presented 



















































Figure ‎1.14: Negligible bending losses for bends with mR  5 for  (a) TE-like fields in WG1, 
(b) TM-like fields in WG1, (c) TE-like fields in WG2 and (d) TM-like fields in WG2 
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Additionally, since the peak of the mode propagating through a bent waveguide segment shifts 
toward the outer rim, mode mismatch losses take place at transition between straight and curved 
waveguides as evidenced in racetrack resonators where the field is constantly traversing between 
straight and curved waveguides.   
1.3 The basic ring resonator circuit 
In its simplest form, a RR circuit consists of a straight waveguide, usually referred to as the ‗bus‘ 
waveguide, adjacent to a circular ‗ring resonator‘ waveguide as shown in Figure ‎1.15 .The separation 
gap between the two elements, the mean radius of the ring and the width of both waveguides are 
denoted by og , R  and w  respectively.  The effective electric field components entering and leaving 
the interaction region are the bus input (port I) and the output (port II) fields given by oa  and ob  
respectively and the corresponding fields in the ring, oc  and od .  The light coupled evanescently 
from the bus to the ring cycles once around the ring before subsequently interfering at the interaction 
region with the newly coupled field.  The interference condition depends on the geometry, mainly R , 
the material of the waveguides and the free space wavelength, o  and leads to a Lorenzian variation 











Figure ‎1.15: Single RR circuit. 
 
In the ―coupling of modes in space‖ (CMS) technique [‎43], the field components around the 
interaction region are related by: 
 ooooo dikarb                                                   (‎1.25) 
 ooooo aikdrc                                                    (‎1.26) 
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in which ok is the ratio of the field coupled between the ring and the bus, and 1
22
 oo rk . The term 
oik accounts for the 
2

 phase shift experienced by the field at coupling transition. To avoid 








  , is the round trip complex phase factor, l   is the round trip phase shift, 







 is the mode longitudinal propagation 
factor, en is the mode effective refractive index and   is the power loss coefficient. From the above 
















                                                         (‎1.28) 
with













































 when  m2 and the ring is on-resonance, where ..2,1,0m is the mode 
longitudinal resonance order. Physically, after one trip around the ring, the electric field partially 
couples back into the bus, with a total phase shift    from the two coupling transitions. Thus if 
the ring is off-resonance, the total phase shift is an even multiple of   and the interference between 
the bus and the ring field is constructive. Unlike traveling wave resonators such as Fabry-Perot 
resonators, the RR can extract a particular wavelength completely from the input power spectrum, i.e. 
0min T  if the power coupled to the ring equals the round trip power loss, i.e. r , termed 
‗critical coupling‘ [‎3].  
A more complex circuit is represented by Figure ‎1.16 , where a ring is coupled to two buses. Such a 
configuration has four ports: the input port I (III), the corresponding through port II (IV), and the drop 
ports IV (II). The field components around the bottom interaction region are similarly given by ooa , 
oob ,  ooc  and ood . The mathematical analysis is similar to the above and yields the following 
coupling: 
 ooooo dikarb                                                  ( ‎1.30) 
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 ooooo aikdrc                                                        ( ‎1.31) 
 oooooooooo dikarb                                     ( ‎1.32) 

















                                   (‎1.35) 
equations, where ook is the ratio of the field coupled between the ring and the bottom bus, and 
1
22









Figure ‎1.16: A ring resonator coupled to two buses. 
We calculate the output field components ob  and oob   for a single input field and then recalculate 
these components for the second input. The total output field from any port is then the superposition 
of the two sets of output fields. For 0ooa , we find the resulting normalized field transmission of 






















































 with 0oa can then be found by replacing ( ok , or ) by ( ook , oor ) in 
equations  (‎1.36) and (‎1.37).  However, complex structures with multiple rings cannot be easily 
obtained in this fashion and the transfer matrix method introduced below is instead typically 
employed.   
1.4 Complex RR circuit analysis 
1.4.1 Transfer matrix method 
The set of equations representing the CMS technique above can be re-arranged in the form of two 
groups of matrices, those describing the field coupling over the interaction regions, and phase 
matrices describing field propagation between the coupling regions. Multiplying these matrices 
results in a transfer matrix that relates the fields at the input and the output of the circuit.  Thus for the 














































                                                          (‎1.39) 
































































                                                            (‎1.40) 












































where the transfer matrix T is then oo oQ PQ . The boundary condition 0ooa , then leads to 
equations (‎1.36) and (‎1.37).  This method is especially useful for complex circuits as in Figure ‎1.17 
and Figure ‎1.18 that can be employed to modify the RR transfer characteristics for e.g. WDM 
applications.  However, while the transfer matrix procedure can be applied to any structure, for a 








































Figure ‎1.19: A loop of rings coupled to two buses. 
1.4.2 Coupling of modes in time (CMT)  
In the CMS technique, time dependence is eliminated as all fields are assumed to have harmonic 
dependence on time (i.e. 
tie ~ ). However, the same assumption can be utilized to study the circuit 
using a time domain approach that deals with each ring in the circuit as a lumped (i.e. dimensionless) 
oscillator, so that the phase variation due to field propagation around the ring is negligible w.r.t. that 
of the coupling transition. This technique is known as the ―coupling of modes in time‖ (CMT) and 
was suggested for studying travelling wave resonators in [‎3].  
The CMT technique possesses the advantage of simple formulation of the equations describing the 
problem and consequently a quicker calculation of the transfer characteristics [‎3]. On the other hand, 
and unlike the CMS, the CMT is limited to small coupling and small losses. An example exploiting 
the CMT is given by Figure ‎1.20, where a single RR is coupled to two buses. The field amplitudes of 
the first input, second input, through and drop fields are given by iS , fS , tS and dS  respectively and 




)(tS f , 
2
)(tSt  and 
2
)(tSd respectively [‎3].  The resonant mode of the RR though is described by the energy amplitude 
f   and total energy 
2

















Figure ‎1.20: A single RR coupled to two buses. 
The CMT coupling coefficients o  and oo  replace the CMS coupling coefficients ok  and ook  
respectively. Three decay rates represent the power escape from the ring, namely e , d  and l  
where the first two correspond to the decay into the through and the drop ports while the third is the 
decay due to waveguide losses.  The relations between the coupling coefficients in both models are 
given by [‎3] )2/( Rvk goo    and )2/( Rvk goooo    where gg ncv /  is the group velocity 
and gn  the group refractive index of the RR,  eo  /2 and doo  /2  [‎3].  








(                                             (‎1.42) 
 fiSS oit                                                       (‎1.43) 




 while o  is the angular resonance frequency of the RR mode.  For a 
single input signal 0ooa  in the CMS model corresponding to 0fs  in CMT mode. For a 
harmonic time dependence 
dt
d
is replaced by  and hence the through and drop normalized field 



































                                                          (‎1.46) 





































                                                           (‎1.48) 
And hence we see that the drop transmission describes a Lorentzian function of frequency.  
1.5 Conclusion 
In this introduction we presented the basic principles of operation of the RR circuit.  In the 
remainder of this thesis we analyze the tuning and tailoring of the RR Lorentzian transmission 
characteristics with a view to WDM applications. We also determine the device parameters, e.g. the 
losses and the coupling or the modal analysis using BeamPROP simulations. 
In ‎Chapter 2, we consider a hybrid structure comprising of tunable polymer over SOI and 
demonstrate the application of this structure to high speed switches. In ‎Chapter 3, we design a closed 
series of ring resonators and discuss its possible application as a WDM multiplexer.  We apply both 
the CMS and CMT analysis techniques and show how the CMT gives quick and accurate results, 
under the limitation of small coupling and losses. We also exploit the finite difference time domain 
(FDTD) simulations to analyze the same circuit and contrast the results to those of the CMS and 
CMT.  As well, we present fabrication and test results for this circuit. Finally, we discuss the 
application of our structure to rotational motion detectors and compare the structure to fiber optic 




Tunable hybrid ring resonators  
Tunable ring resonators based on different tuning techniques such as thermal tuning [‎44], plasma 
injection tuning [‎45-‎47] and electro-optic polymer tuning [‎11-‎12] has previously been introduced. 
While the speed of thermal tuning is limited to milliseconds [‎44], plasma injection exhibits a tuning 
speed up  to GHz 5 , and can be easily implemented in SOI by surrounding the optical waveguide 
core by a p-doped and n-doped regions [‎45].  Electrons and holes flow through the resulting p-i-n 
junction, under an externally applied forward tuning voltage, to alter the effective RI of the field 
encounters.  However, the injected carriers occupy the same region as the propagating light, resulting 
in undesirable absorption losses. Consequently, the power transmission quality factor at the resonance 
frequencies becomes dependent on the tuning voltage. 
In contrast, electro-optic polymers enable tunable ring resonators with very high tuning speeds of 
up to GHz 100  [‎11]. However, the small refractive index (RI) contrast between the waveguide core 
and cladding requires that the ring radius be large to decrease the bending losses at the expense of the 
footprint and the free spectral range of transmission.   However, extending design concepts that were 
recently applied to a hybrid polymer-SOI Bragg reflector [‎48] and a polymer-compound 
semiconductor directional coupler [‎49], we here propose a novel tunable RR device that leverages the 
advantages of both polymers and semiconductors. 
2.1 Hybrid structure design 
2.1.1 Operation and dimensions 
A simple RR circuit consists of one ring coupled to a bus waveguide is shown in Figure ‎2.1, where 
the field components around the coupling region are denoted by oa , ob , oc and od while the ring 
mean radius, the bus width and the ring-bus coupling gap are denoted by R , w  and og  respectively. 
The central free space wavelength in this work is taken to be mo   55.1 . 
The ring and the bus are taken to possess the same waveguide structure for which a polymer layer 
covers the top side of a conventional silicon core–silica clad waveguide as shown in Figure ‎2.2. When 
an external tuning voltage (V ), is applied, the electro-optically induced RI variation in the polymer 
layer alters the effective RI, en , of the waveguide mode and hence the transmission characteristics of 
the RR. The tuning voltage is applied across two electrodes. The first electrode is a gold layer with 
thickness mt  1.04  [‎11] that resides on top of the polymer layer, which has a complex refractive 
index in 5.1155.04   [‎50], where i  is the imaginary unit representing the absorption loss in that 
layer. The second electrode is buried under the buried oxide layer and is composed of a doped silicon 
layer, with a RI 474.315  nn and thickness mt  2.05  . 
Here, 3t  is chosen small enough to suppress the power overlap with the doped silicon layer, 



























Figure ‎2.2: A vertical cross section of the waveguide structure. The color mark to the right 
defines the layer material. 
The waveguide core should satisfy three conditions. First, it should operate in a single mode to 
avoid multimode dispersion effects.  Second, the propagation loss should be minimized to ensure a 
high quality factor, Q . Finally, the device dimensions should be small in order to minimize the 
tuning voltageV and the footprint, as discussed below.  Assuming a constant temperature and 
neglecting stresses as in [‎48-‎49], it is found that all these conditions are satisfied for a Si-core 
waveguide surrounded by silica with mtw  3.01   and a silica layer thickness mt  13   as in 
[‎29]. The power propagation loss coefficient due to sidewall scattering and substrate leakage is 
mcmdB  /104.1/ 6 4  as found experimentally [‎30] and theoretically [‎29]. The difference 
between the present structure and that of [‎29] is the replacement of silica with polymer on one side of 
the core. The polymer coating has a thickness 2t and is formed from CLD1/APC (cross linked degree 
1/amorphous polycarbonate) as in [‎12]. The polymer refractive index 2n , is a function of V  where 
612.12  pnn  when 0V , and 22 nnn p   when 0V . To satisfy these conditions, we can 
adjust four parameters. The first two are, 2t  and the field polarization, which determine the values of 
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both the absorption loss due to the gold layer and V . The third is R  which determines the bending 
losses and finally the ring-bus gap, og , that controls the ring-bus coupling along with R . The last two 
parameters are application dependent as will be shown below. 
2.1.2 Polymer thickness 
We now determine 2t  according to a tradeoff between V and the absorption loss in the gold layer. 
Since the electric field is continuous: 
 332211 EEE                (‎2.1) 
where jE  is the externally applied electric field component through the permittivity ( j ) layer.  












                (‎2.2) 






Ernn p          (‎2.3) 
in which  33r is the polymer EO-coefficient.  Assuming that pnn  2 , we approximate 
 pp nnnn  22    (‎2.4.a) 
or equivalently 



















  (‎2.5) 
The cutoff frequency of such circuits can reach GHz 10020 [‎12], [‎51] for which 
o
2
3 1.956   and o
2
1 3.41775    [‎52] where o  is the air permittivity.  Polymers exhibit a small 
variation in the RI with frequency [‎53-‎54] which implies that the value of 612.12 n  in the optical 
range can be used as is in the microwave frequency range ( GHz 10020 ), and hence we can use 
o
2
2 1.612    . Thus, from equation  (‎2.5) to minimize V , 2t  must be reduced.  On the other hand, 
for smaller 2t  values, the field overlaps more with the gold electrode augmenting the absorption loss. 
We therefore employ the semi-vectorial beam propagation method (BPM) [‎22-‎28], [‎55] to compute 
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the variation of the losses in the gold layer  with 2t  for both the TE and TM modes where we employ 
the complex refractive index value of the gold layer, i5.1155.0  [‎50]. The absorption loss in 
cmdB / due to the gold layer is then plotted versus 2t  in  
 
Figure ‎2.3, from which it is obvious that the absorption loss of the TM mode is greater than that of 
the TE mode for the same polymer thickness 2t . This is expected since the TM mode is more weakly 
confined in the direction normal to the substrate and therefore overlaps more with the polymer and 
gold layers. Therefore, in order to eliminate the gold absorption, 2t should be greater than m 1 for 


















Figure ‎2.3: The absorption loss induced by the gold layer as a function of polymer thickness. 
The inset shows the losses for mt  8.02   
Finally, to determine which polarization and 2t value to select, we examine the sensitivity of en  to 
variations in 2n . Here we take mt 8.02   for the TE-like mode and mt 12   for the TM-like 
mode as just discussed. Again, we employ the semi-vectorial BPM to calculate )( oen   for different 
values of 2n  yielding the results of Figure ‎2.4. We first observe that both polarizations are nearly 
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for the TM-like mode at constantV . Secondly, the response of the TM-like mode 







) is nearly one order of magnitude larger than that of the 







) at constant wavelength. This again can be explained by the increased 
overlap of the TM mode with the polymer. Therefore, we do not consider the TE mode in this 
chapter. The corresponding layer refractive indices and thicknesses are summarized in Table ‎2.1 and 











a                                                                                 b 
Figure ‎2.4: Mode refractive index ( en ) as a function of the free space wavelength ( o ) for 
different polymer RI ( 2n ) values. (a) TE mode with mt  8.02  (b) TM mode with mt  12   
 
1n  2n  3n  4n  5n  6n  
474.3 [‎29] 612.1 pn [‎29] 444.1  [‎29] i5.1155.0  [‎50] 1n  = 3n  





1t  2t  3t  4t  5t  w  
m3.0  [‎29] m 1  m 1  [‎21] m 1.0  [‎11] m 2.0  m 3.0  [‎29] 
Table ‎2.2: Waveguide cross section dimensions. 
At this point we have deduced the parameters of the structure except the mean radius of the ring 
( R ) and the ring-bus gap ( og ), which are determined according to the desired device operation. In 
the following sections we tune the transmission characteristics of the hybrid structure by altering the 
ring resonance or the ring-bus coupling. 
2.2 Hybrid structure application 
The device transmission characteristics of an electro-optic device are tuned through the dependence 
of en   on V . Here we assume that wR   and that the modes in the bus and the ring have identical 
values of en  as discussed in ‎Chapter 1. If both the ring and the bus experience the same V , the 
induced refractive index change en  is normally identical in both waveguides preventing phase-
mismatch. This way, the resonance condition of the ring can be altered. Another way is to apply V  to 
the bus only so that the phase mismatch alters the coupling with the ring while the ring resonance is 
maintained. Either way, the transmission characteristics of the device become tunable. 
2.2.1 Power transmission tuning 
2.2.1.1 Design 
The power transmission coefficient for the circuit in Figure ‎2.1 is defined as the ratio of the output 













                                                  (‎2.6) 


















                (‎2.7) 
Here, 
21 kr  , k is the field coupling ratio defined as the ratio of the electric field coupled 




   is the field loss coefficient, Rl 2  is the ring mean 





  and  o  is the 3  
























 . The extinction 





 [‎57] and is maximized when the critical coupling 
condition, r , is fulfilled [‎57]. The wavelength difference , o , between two successive 





















  is the group refractive index [‎59]. The shift in the transmission 
characteristics due to V , is called the tuning range, TR . For maximum tuning of the ring 
transmission characteristics, R , is chosen to provide full tuning between on-resonance and off 
resonance states, so that FSRTR
2
1







2    (‎2.9.a) 
for on-resonance operation at a specified wavelength o and  








     (2.9.b) 
for off-resonance operation at the same wavelength, where m is integer. We can subtract equation 












   (‎2.10) 
for complete switching from on-resonance to off-resonance at the same wavelength. Equations  (‎2.5) 
and (‎2.10) represent the primary tradeoff between V and ooR since increasing the value of V increases 
both 2n and en , while reducing ooR . For a polymer with Vpmr / 100033   which is expected 
to be shortly available [‎60], we find the results for )(2 Vn and )(Vne  displayed in Figure ‎2.5.a 
while the corresponding )(VR is shown in Figure ‎2.5.b. The range of V for high speed switching 
applications is assumed to lie in the range of Volt101  and the corresponding radii are computed to 
be m 6.4956.49  . The product VR  , where ooRR  , remains nearly equal to mVolt. 496  over 
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this range of V , as could be predicted from the nearly linear dependence of en on 2n  in Figure ‎2.4.a 
and Figure ‎2.5.a.  
The BPM has also been employed to calculate the bending losses for this range of R  following the 
technique in [‎19] where the calculated mode is launched into an arc of the ring with a 
o20 central 
angle and the power is monitored. Then the bending loss is scaled to 
o90 to find the loss after a 
quarter trip. Simulations show that the bending loss is very small compared to the scattering loss so 











a                                                                        b 
Figure ‎2.5: (a) Variation of 2n and en with V  (b) the dependence of the ooRR  required on 
V for full ON-OFF switching. 
The last parameter to study is the ring-bus separation og  which is employed to control the field 
coupling ratio k . Again we apply our BPM program to calculate ),( ogRk . We follow the method of 
[‎19] in which the calculated mode is launched into the bus which is next to an arc of the ring with 
o20  central angle. The power in the bus is then monitored and the output power of the bus is 
identified with 
2r . The results for ooRR   values for which og varies from m 2.0  to m 6.0  in 
steps of m1.0  are shown in Figure ‎2.6 where   is also plotted to demonstrate when the critical 
coupling condition can be fulfilled. For instance, two points are marked on Figure ‎2.6 that yield a 
maximum transmission extinction ratio since the critical coupling condition is fulfilled. At the ‗First 
design point‘, we find, mR  6.49 , VoltV  10 , mgo  4.0 , 159683.2en , 012.02 n , 
0025.0 en , 978.0  and  982.0r implying that R  is minimized while V  is large. For 
the second point, mR  4.312 , VoltV  6.1 , mgo  2.0 , 161774.2en , 0.00192 n , 
0004.0 en , 87.0  and  89.0r . The device response in both cases is studied in the next 
section. The normalized transmission for the device is shown in Figure ‎2.7.a and Figure ‎2.7.b for the 
first and second design points respectively. The first design has the following transmission 
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characteristics. nmTRFSR  85.12  , dBe  20 , 
4104.3 Q , pmo  9.45  while for the 
second design we have, nmTRFSR  29.02  , dBe  21 , 














Figure ‎2.6. The variation of the field transfer coefficient r and the field loss coefficient  with 











                                   
(a)                                                                        (b) 




While the quality factor is high for both designs, the large ratio of the FSR  in the two designs is the 
result of the large ratio of the two design radii.   
2.2.1.2 Comparison with similar circuits 
 Table ‎2.3 compares the characteristics of the two designs for the proposed hybrid device to two 
other tunable RR circuits that were tested experimentally. The first of these employs Si/SiO2 
technology with plasma injection tuning [‎45] and the second is a pure polymer structure [‎12] that is 
tuned through the polymer EO coefficient (note that the circuit in [‎12] employs different waveguides 
for input and output). The features that are the same in our design and the two other designs are 
shaded. As we see, our design is compatible with silicon technology, exhibits a small waveguide 
cross section dimensions compared to polymer waveguides [‎12], and displays a high silicon/silica RI 
contrast and hence larger FSR  and TR . The tuning in [‎45] depends on carrier injection into the 
waveguide core which shifts the transmission characteristics through a change in en . Then, the tuning 
speed of this device is limited by the carrier lifetime and further requires a bipolar V  to efficiently 
inject and extract carriers from the waveguide. As well, the transmission quality then depends on the 
tuning. To achieve larger shifts more electrons must be injected, decreasing the quality factor. On the 
other hand, for the hybrid structure, the tuning depends on the electro-optic effect in polymers which 
is far faster, can be achieved with a single polarityV , and displays a quality factor that is nearly 
independent of the tuning voltage.  The main fabrication difficulty is the doped silicon layer beneath 
the silica layer. One of the available alternatives is through fabricating the device in hydrogenated 
amorphous silicon with low absorption loss [‎61-‎62] since amorphous silicon can be grown over silica. 
A second possibility is using implantation of oxygen ions and subsequently annealing as in [‎63]. 
Finally, the substrate can be doped before the layer transfer step in the ‗Smart-cut‘ process to 
















 Si/SiO2 [‎45] 
First design 
(second design) 
Full polymer [‎12] 
)( mresonance   1.55 1.55 1.3 
Waveguide cross 
section dimensions. 
mm   25.0 45.0   mm   3.0 3.0   mm   1 5   
)( mR   6 6.49  ( 4.312 ) 750 
)(VoltV  
Vpp = 3 {Different polarities 
for carrier injection and 
extraction} 
10 ( 6.1 ) {Single 
polarity} 
4.85 {Single polarity} 
)(nmTR  0.05 925.0  ( 15.0 ) 0.023 
410Q  3.935 4.3  ( 35.3 ) 6.2 
)( dB  15 20  ( 21) Not given 
Modulation 
frequency. 
GHz 5  Up to GHz 10020  




More carrier injection 
increases the losses and alters 
the transmission 
characteristics. 
Does not depend on 
tuning. 




Technology. Requires many 
fabrication steps for p-i-n 
junction and electrode 
formation. 
Silicon Technology with 
two extra steps for the 
polymer layer and buried 
doped silicon layer. 
Many steps for different 





Requires special treatment 
[‎65-‎66]. 
 
Table ‎2.3: Comparison of four tunable ring resonator circuits where our „second design' 
parameters are shown between brackets. 
2.2.2 Ring-bus coupling variation 
In the next proposed circuit design, the tuning voltage is applied only to the bus electrodes inducing 
a phase mismatch between the bus and ring modes that alters the coupling and consequently the 
transmission characteristics. To simplify the coupling calculations, we investigate the racetrack-bus 
configuration in Figure ‎2.8 in place of a RR system. The racetrack-bus coupling is then approximated 
by the coupling between two parallel bus waveguides, neglecting the coupling in the bent regions. 
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2.2.2.1 Principle of operation 
We first slightly modify several circuit parameters. All the parameters defined previously in this 
chapter are still present but ring parameters are replaced by racetrack parameters. Therefore, l is 
given by, 
 LRl 22            (‎2.11) 
with L  is the length of the racetrack side representing the interaction length between the two straight  
waveguides (SWGs). Further,   denotes the racetrack round trip phase shift, and for simplicity we 
eliminate the dependence on   by designing the device such that the resonance condition: 











Figure ‎2.8: Racetrack-bus configuration. The silica layer surrounding the silicon core is not 
shown. 
 
Is fulfilled, where m is integer. The maximum T  is 1max T , which occurs for zero power coupling, 
1r , while the minimum 0min T  is obtained at r , as previously mentioned.  From the 
variation of T  with k presented in Figure ‎2.9, we conclude that small variation in k  can shift T  
from a maximum to minimum, especially for low loss circuits with 1 . Also, for 0V  we find 

















Figure ‎2.9: Variation of the power transmission factor (T ) on resonance with the field coupling 
ratio ( k ) for different round-trip losses 
 









zj dzek                 (‎2.13)                         







 is the 
phase mismatch and 21 eed nnn   is the difference in the effective RI between the coupled 
waveguides when power is coupled from waveguide (2), which is the bus, into waveguide (1), which 
is the racetrack side and z  is the direction of propagation. From equation (‎2.13) we find: 
       (‎2.14)                                                         
with  
                      (‎2.15) 
 
We label X  the 'tuning term', since it quantifies the degree to which k  or equivalently the 
normalized power transmission (T ) has been adjusted. Since XX /)sin( is an even function of X , 
these quantities are dependent on the absolute value of dn . For 0 d , equation  (‎1.20)  reduces 
to the well known relation: 





















Accordingly, for 1max  TT , L  should insure that with no phase mismatch, i.e. 0 d , the 
coupling vanishes corresponding to 1r and 0k . From (‎2.16) , this yields 
  /nL                      (‎2.17)                       
for integer ,..2,1n . (Note that 0n is unphysical since 0L ). However, 1max  TT  as we 
will demonstrate below, is difficult to achieve and hence this condition is only applied to obtain an 
initial estimate of L  which is then optimized. For an applied tuning voltage, V , the phase mismatch, 







L  (‎2.18)               
which is our central equation.  In the next section we design a device that realizes this condition.    
2.2.2.2 Device design 































mZSHR               (‎2.20)                              
where dn and m  are independent variables and )(mZ is a discrete function of m . The objective 
now is to determine the dimensions L  and R . We can then employ a mode solver to find the value of 
2n  corresponding to dn , along with equation (‎2.5) in order to obtain V, while R can be calculated 
from m by employing equations (‎2.11) and (‎2.12).  We select 3102  dn  to give VoltV  3.8 , 
insuring a high switching speed, and 1000m  to limit the value of R .  
 Next, employing equation (‎2.17) , we maximize the coupling coefficient, in order to minimize the 







 . Figure ‎2.10 displays W  and Z  for 

n






































































(g)                                                                            (h) 
Figure ‎2.10. )( enW  (solid line) and )(mZ (dashed line) for  /nL  , (a) 1n , (b) 2n , (c) 
3n , (d) 4n , (e) 5n , (f) 6n , (g) 7n , (h) 8n  





nr   is negative with odd n .  While many solutions of 






 .  For even n , however, W and consequently k  are equal or slightly 
smaller than 0  while 1r , so that no solutions to equation  (‎2.18) exist. Therefore, we relax the 
condition of equation (‎2.17)  by permitting 1max T , but we still employ this equation to estimate the 
value for L  at which we begin a search for the exact solution. We also set a 
condition,
610....  SHRSHL , that defines the acceptable values for L .  For the first solution 
we therefore start with an L  value close to m  39/2  , and subsequently obtain mL  05.40 . 
Figure ‎2.11.a then shows there exists possible solutions to equation  (‎2.18), in the range 
290201 m , while Table ‎2.4 identifies the corresponding circuit. Here we have employed 
Voltpmr / 100033   which should be achievable in the near future [‎60]. We find the second relevant 
value for L  in the vicinity of m  78/4  , which yields mL  80 . Again, Figure ‎2.11.b and 
Table ‎2.5 show the corresponding solutions and circuit parameters in the range 100097 m .  
Both tables indicate a trade-off among V and ( R and m axT ) since racetracks with smaller radii exhibit 
a smaller optical loss and consequently a larger m axT , given that the bending losses are negligible. 
The optimum design is therefore given by the ninth entry of  Table ‎2.5, shown in bold, since the last 
two entries have 0R  and are therefore unphysical. As well, for typical SOI waveguides, the 



















a                                                                                      b 




















1 290 20.4 0.06433 0.3 0.26 -75.09 -104.43 29.34 
2 250 15.8 1.30572 6.4 5.27 -22.59 -104.37 81.78 
3 201 10.2 1.998 10 8.08 -14.83 -102.98 88.15 
































1 1000 88.72 0.42048 2 1.67 -29.9 -109.96 80.06 
2 900 77.3 0.67557 3.27 2.73 -21.47 -110.91 89.44 
3 800 65.88 0.86774 4.2 3.54 -16.92 -114 97.08 
4 700 54.46 1.03431 5 4.17 -13.67 -165.6 151.93 
5 600 43.04 1.18799 5.75 4.79 -11.07 -120.38 109.31 
6 500 31.6 1.33566 6.47 5.39 -8.84 -114.86 106.02 
7 400 20.2 1.48245 7.18 5.99 -6.85 -109.31 102.46 
8 300 8.8 1.63369 7.92 6.60 -5.02 -114.36 109.34 
9 267 5 1.68576 8.17 6.81 -4.45 -114.00 109.55 
10 224 0.1 1.75623 8.51 7.09 -3.70 -103.42 99.72 
11 200 -2.6 1.79725 8.71 7.26 -3.30 -119.41 116.11 
12 97 -14.4 1.99785 9.69 8.08 -1.59 -108.10 106.51 
Table ‎2.5: Circuit parameters for mL  80  
2.3 Conclusion 
In this chapter we proposed a novel tunable ring resonator circuit and demonstrated two techniques 
for tuning the transmission characteristics, the first of which modifies the resonance states of the ring 
while the second alters the phase of the field at the ring-bus coupling region. Our circuit is compatible 
with SOI technology, is expected to exhibit a high switching speed of GHz 10020  [‎12] , [‎65] even 
when driven with a single voltage, while the circuit in [‎45] requires different polarities to enhance the 
carrier-lifetime limited circuit speed that is in any case far below that of our circuit. Further, the 
optical losses and therefore the transmission characteristics of our circuit are independent of V, in 
contrast to [‎45].  Our circuits incorporate the ease of manufacture and the small waveguide 
dimensions of silicon technology with the high switching speed of polymer technology.  We therefore 
believe that our design could find application in practical integrated optic structures. The circuit is 
also compatible with silicon devices and could also be employed in WDM applications.  
Additional wavelength selectivity should further be achievable by increasing the overlap between 
the propagating power and the polymer layer perhaps as in [‎67] where the modal field is shifted 
towards the polymer layer by an intermediate thin high RI layer between the silicon and the polymer.  
Alternatively, push-pull driving electrodes could decrease the tuning voltage by half [‎65].  Multiple 
ring circuits with more complex transmission characteristics can also be designed if required. Finally, 
while ring resonator circuits sensitive to fabrication tolerance through the coupling and resonance 





Compound ring resonators  
The single ring circuit of the previous chapter exhibits a near-Lorentzian power transmission which 
is inadequate for some applications such as complex filters. Ring resonator circuits with additional 
rings coupled in series or parallel have previously been proposed to adapt the power transmission to 
different application requirements [‎43], [‎68].  Here we examine a different structure consisting of a 
closed loop of coupled rings which we term a "compound ring resonator circuit". The internal 
feedback between the rings facilitates the shaping of the transmission characteristics as we 
demonstrate through the design of a signal interleaver.  We will analyze this circuit with the coupling 
of modes in space (CMS), and time (CMT) methods as well as through finite difference time domain 
(FDTD) simulations and contrast the accuracy of the three procedures. We then design, fabricate and 
characterize a WDM interleaver/ deinterleaver based on this circuit. 
3.1 Transfer matrix approach 
In this section we introduce the compound ring structure and calculate the electric field of the 
through and drop ports.  The compound ring resonator (RR) circuit structure is shown in Figure ‎3.1 
where identical rings with mean radius R  are, for simplicity, evenly distributed within two outer bus 
waveguides such that their centers are located on the vertices of a uniform polygon.  The number of 
rings, N , is chosen to be even to avoid electric field reflection at the input ports. The ring field 
components are denoted ja , jb , jc  and jd  with Nj 1 . The ports of the upper bus are labeled I 
and II for the input, oa  and output ob  fields while the lower bus ports are labeled III and IV with 
corresponding input and output fields ooa  and oob  respectively.  The gaps between two neighboring 
rings, between ring 1j  and the first bus, and between ring 12/  Nj  and the second bus are 
denoted g , og and oog  respectively. The corresponding field coupling ratios are k , ok  and ook  
defined as the ratio of the field coupled between two neighboring components. The width of all 
























(a)                                                                                   (b) 
Figure ‎3.1: The compound ring resonator circuit with (a) 4N , (b) 6N  ring resonators. 
To compute the circuit transmission characteristics we employ the transfer matrix method [‎43], 
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P .  Here li
2

  ,   is the round trip 














  for a uniform polygon. By symmetry we have 
1
21
 PP  so that when all coupling 
coefficients are equal the matrix QQPPU 12  is unimodular. Note that while coupling matrices have 
been introduced for all the rings in the circuit, the phase matrices equations above are only employed 
for the rings that are not coupled to buses. Special matrices, 1V  and 2V , are needed along with the 
phase matrices for the rings coupled to the buses as shown below. We consider the case that 
0ooa so that the input to the circuit is 0oa , and the circuit functions as a deinterleaver with 
through ( ob ) and drop ( oob ) ports.   Again because of the symmetry of the circuit, similar results 
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apply if 0ooa  and 0oa  and ok and ook  are interchanged. Operating as an interleaver both input 
fields are nonzero ( 0oa  and 0ooa ), which is a superposition of the two above cases. 
Accordingly, we take  
 Ndab 2111                                              (‎3.1.a) 
 112 adc NN                                                        (3.1.b) 


















































































































                                       (3.4.d) 





















































12            (3.5.d) 
 





                                          (‎3.6) 






















cN                                                     (3.7.b) 
 



















                                                 (3.8.b) 
 
























































  we obtain 
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     (‎3.10) 
This is identical to the expression for reflection from a single ring if the round trip complex phase 
shift term, 
ie  , replaces the term 2
 iie

































































                 (‎3.11) 
























  again yielding equation (‎3.11) with the matrices of 
equations (‎3.5.a) – (3.5.d). To conclude this section, the compound ring transmission characteristics 
are given by equations (‎3.10) and (‎3.11) for the through and drop ports respectively. In the following 
section, those characteristics are optimized to match the standard WDM interleaver / deinterleaver 
circuit specifications. 
3.2 WDM compound ring resonator structure interleaver circuit 
In this section we employ the compound RR structure presented in the previous section to build a 
standard WDM deinterleaver circuit. An interleaver circuit combines signals from two different 
optical channels carrying odd and even signals into one stream with half the channel spacing, while a 
deinterleaver splits one stream into two [‎69]. The requirements on this circuit are as follows [‎43], 
[‎69]:  The channel spacing was taken to be GHz50  and the free spectral range, FSR , of a channel 
was set to GHz100 . The cross-talk, defined as the maximum transmission of a channel within 
GHz10  of the maximum transmission frequency of the neighboring channel should be dB23 . 
The absolute value of the signal dispersion should likewise be limited to nmps /30  within the 
channel bandwidth ( GHz10 ). Finally, the shape factor of the pass-band, arbitrarily defined as the 
ratio of the dB1  bandwidth to the dB10  bandwidth, is preferably greater than 6.0 . 
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We study two cases to illustrate the dynamics of the circuit response before we discuss the 
optimum design. We first transform the field transmission of the two output ports into the Z-domain 
[‎70-‎71]. The Z-transform analysis enables an improved understanding of the circuit pole-zero 
dynamics therefore facilitates design optimization as illustrated by the three examples below. Here we 
first substitute 
i
o ez   in equations (‎3.10) and (‎3.11)  such that l   represents a normalized 
frequency. We follow the same assumptions as in [‎43] and [‎69], so that the power loss after a round 
trip around a ring is %10  [‎43] while the straight waveguides are considered lossless. The free space 
wavelength is taken as mo  55.1 . This leaves three adjustable parameters, k , ok and ook  of 
which we take ooo kk   for simplicity and, more importantly, for symmetry. For each choice of the 
two remaining coupling coefficients, we can then evaluate o  and o  numerically in terms of oz . 
The zeros are the solutions of 0o  and 0o , while the poles are computed from the solutions to 
0/1 o  and 0/1 o . Since one revolution around the unit circle in Z-domain corresponds to a 
GHzFSR 100 , while the passband of each channel is GHz 10  about the channel maximum 
transmission, the passband of a channel is 
o365/   around the angle corresponding to the 
channel maximum transmission. In the following results, the solid (dashed) line on the graphs 
represents the results for the through (drop) channel.  We have studied the filter response for 
numerous values of the coupling coefficients. Two illustrative examples of the filter dynamics are 
presented in cases A and B below while the optimal design is given in case C  
Case A: We set 935.0 ooo kk , while increasing k  from 5.0 to 6.0  in steps of 025.0 .  This 
leads to the circuit response of Figure ‎3.2.a through 3.2.g. For our compound ring resonator circuit, as 
all RR circuits, the through (drop) port has the spectrum maximum (minimum) centered at 
,..3,1/  and the minimum (maximum) centered at ,...2,0/   since the electric field 
interferes destructively within an off-resonance ring i.e. ,..3,1/   and constructively within an 
on-resonance ring, ,..2,0/  . The transmission spectra of the two channels are complementary 
for lossless rings. Also, when k  increases, more power is exchanged between the two channels and 
consequently the cross-talk is higher as in Figure ‎3.2.a. Both channels represent autoregressive 
moving average (ARMA) filters since both have poles and zeros, as shown in Figure ‎3.2.f and 3.2.g. 
The numbers in the diagrams indicate the multiplicity of the poles and zeros. The through port has the 
poles and zeros outside the passband, 2.01/  , while the drop port has its poles and zeros 
inside or close to the passband 2.00/  . The pole-zero dynamics clearly explain the 
dispersion curve since increasing k  displaces the poles and zeros towards the passband of the 
through port and away from the passband of the drop port. Consequently, the absolute value of the 


















































Figure ‎3.2: The circuit response with 935.0 ooo kk  and k  increasing from 5.0  to 6.0  in 
steps of  025.0 . The arrows indicate increasing parameter values. The round trip power loss is 
%10 . (a) The power spectra. (b) The phase variation. (c) The normalized group delay. (d) The 
through port dispersion. (e) The drop port dispersion. (f) The through port pole-zero diagram.  
(g) The drop port pole-zero diagram. 
Case B: Here we set 525.0k , while ooo kk  is increased from 885.0  to 985.0  in steps of 
025.0 . The circuit response is now that of Figure ‎3.3.a through Figure ‎3.3.g. Again, increasing the 
coupling coefficients, ok and ook  increases the cross-talk for the channels. For the through port, we 
observe from Figure ‎3.3.a and 3.3.f that the channel possesses three zeros, a real one lying at angle 
― 0 ‖ that generates the minimum at  20/   on Figure ‎3.3.a  and a complex conjugate pair 
that is associated with the local minima and the side lobes on the sides of the passband. The complex 
zeros are displaced towards the real axis, as ok increases, and then divide so that the zeros posses real 
and reciprocal values. In this case, only one minimum appears in the power spectrum which then 
lacks of side-lobes. The motion of the zeros and poles in Figure ‎3.3.f agrees with the decrease in the 
absolute value of the dispersion of the through channel as shown in Figure ‎3.3.d since they move 
away from the passband as ok and ook increase. Additionally, Figure ‎3.3.f and 3.3.g indicate that the 
distance of the pole positions from the origin decreases with increased ok  so that the influence of the 
poles on the power spectrum is diminished. This also explains the decreased dispersion magnitude for 


















































Figure ‎3.3: The circuit response with 525.0k and ooo kk  increasing from 885.0 to 985.0 in 
steps of 025.0 . The arrows indicate increasing parameter values. The round trip power loss is 
%10 . (a) The  power spectra. (b) The phase variation. (c) The normalized group delay. (d) The 
through port dispersion. (e) The drop port dispersion. (f) The through port pole-zero diagram. 
(g) The drop port pole-zero diagram. 
Case C: From the discussion of cases A and B, the optimum values of the coupling coefficients in 
the circuit are 525.0k and 935.00  ookk  with the circuit response presented in Figure ‎3.4.a 
through 3.4.g. The cross-talk for both channels is found to be dB 24  while the maximum 
dispersion of the through channel is nmps / 22 which satisfies our stated design requirements. 
However the drop port exhibits a maximum dispersion ( nmps / 93 ) that exceeds the maximum 
allowed dispersion ( nmps / 30 ). Therefore, a second stage must be employed at the drop port 
formed from a single ring resonator circuit, as shown in Figure ‎3.5. The ring is coupled to the drop 
port and is designed to act close to a unity filter, where the transmission amplitude is nearly equal 
to dB0 , as shown in Figure ‎3.6.a. This does not add significant ripples to the drop channel spectrum. 
The pole and zero of the single ring possess real and reciprocal values as displayed in Figure ‎3.6.e. 
Note that 0ook  for this stage since only one bus is coupled to the fifth ring. 
The combined circuit response at the drop port is shown in Figure ‎3.7.a through 3.7.e. Since the 
dispersion of the two stages is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign, the absolute value of the total 
dispersion is decreased. We have also studied the possibility of using a Mach Zender Interferometer 
(MZI) to reduce the dispersion at the drop port. From Figure ‎3.4.g we observe that by placing two 
MZIs in series with the drop port of our circuit we can create two zeros in the Z-transform domain 
that are located in close proximity to the two complex poles thus decreasing the dispersion. 
Unfortunately, we have found that such a procedure generates ripples (transmission amplitude 
















































Figure ‎3.4: The circuit response with 525.0k and 935.0 ooo kk  for a round trip power loss 
of %10 . (a) The  power spectra. (b) The phase variation. (c) The normalized group delay. (d) 
The through port dispersion. (e) The drop port dispersion. (f) The through port pole-zero 





























































Figure ‎3.6: The single ring stage response with 952.0ok and 0ook  for a round trip power 
loss of %10 . (a) The  power spectra. (b) The phase variation. (c) The normalized group delay. 










































Figure ‎3.7: The drop port response with an additional single ring stage for a round trip power 
loss equal to %10 . (a) The power spectra. (b) The phase variation. (c) The normalized group 




3.3 Comparison of interleavers  
We found that the best circuit of the same nature, i.e. a RR based interleaver circuit; to compare 
with is found in [‎43] where many RR based interleaver circuits were studied before the authors got to 
their optimal design. Hence we present in Table ‎3.1 a comparison of our proposed WDM interleaver 
circuit, based on the compound RR structure, to the previously published [‎43] two stage interleaver 
circuit formed from four rings in parallel followed by three rings in series which matches the same 
WDM requirements. The circuit area in [‎43] and in this work are obtained by neglecting the gaps 
between the rings and the bus-lines with respect to the ring radius. We also assume that for the circuit 
in [‎43], the distance between the two stages is half the ring circumference in the same manner as the 
distance between two consecutive ring centers in the first stage. Finally, the circuit area corresponds 
to the area of a rectangle of two sides representing the largest two perpendicular dimensions of the 
circuit. Our new circuit clearly satisfies the interleaver/deinterleaver circuit requirements but offers 
additional advantages compared to the other circuit [‎43]. Namely, our RR circuit occupies %38 of the 
area of [‎43] and only requires 5  rings instead of 7 , simplifying the design and fabrication. While the 
values of k  from one end of the ring array to the other were varied symmetrically (apodization) in 
[‎43], the fabrication must be extremely accurate for the gap distance between coupled rings to be 
sufficiently precise enough that the desired value of k  is obtained.  Moreover, since the difference 
between the coupling values is about 08.0  [‎43], fabrication tolerances in the range of nanometers 
would affect the circuit performance. Moreover, apodization increases the design parameters and 
consequently the design complexity. On the other hand, in our compound ring circuit, apodization is 
unnecessary and in fact we found in additional calculations that it did not significantly affect our 
results. Therefore, our compound RR based interleaver has a greater fabrication tolerance compared 
with the optimal design in [‎43]. Finally, the compound circuit exhibits competitive values of the 
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23/23   30/30   min 6.0  Minimum 






24/24   21/22   233R  5.0/662.0
2
 7.1/3.0  
Table ‎3.1: The performance of the optimal design in [‎43] compared to the “compound RR 
circuit” performance. 
As a conclusion of this section, the new WDM interleaver exceeds the performance and simplicity 
of previously reported ring resonator interleaver circuits. The layout of the rings is also approximately 
circular, which reduces fabrication area and thus increases the package density with a greater 
fabrication tolerance. Additionally, such a design might also function as a building block in other 
applications such as optical delay lines. 
3.4 CMT analysis  
In this section, we analyze the compound ring resonator structure for small coupling, with both the 
CMT and the FDTD methods. With the CMT, the RR is modeled as a lumped oscillator [‎3],  [‎72] 
such that, for sufficiently small coupling, i.e. the energy coupling coefficient
2 defined below is 
much smaller than the resonance frequency of the ring, the electric field amplitude changes negligibly 
across the region over which two elements in the circuit are coupled. This leads to simpler equations 
than in the CMS. However, this procedure requires that the power coupling ratio between two 
adjacent elements is small, the power loss is small, and further only evaluates the circuit transmission 
characteristics over narrow frequency bands around the resonance frequencies.  
 We also show that, while the FDTD is a robust technique [‎3], it demands substantial 
computational resources especially for three dimensional (3D) complicated structures with large RR 
radii. Although the effective index technique [‎17] can in certain cases be applied to generate an 
equivalent 2D waveguide profile, for design purposes, the device transmission spectra must be 
calculated for numerous values of the loss and coupling coefficients which is very time consuming 
with the FDTD simulations.  
                                                     
1
 The shape factor and the insertion loss of the presented design in [‎43] are not specified. Therefore, we 
calculated these values based on the equations presented in [‎43]. 
2
 The passband shape factor for the drop port is defined here as the ratio of the dB2 bandwidth to the 
dB11 bandwidth because of the additional stage loss. 
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We also show that for small coupling and losses, the results of these techniques agree with each 
other and with the CMS procedure employed previously.  We also find the relationship between the 
loss factors in the CMS and the CMT models and apply the CMT to a lossy circuit. We find that the 
CMT yields rapid and accurate results for the transfer characteristics about the resonance frequencies 
despite the complexity of our example, which is considerably more demanding than that analyzed in 
[‎3].  
3.4.1 CMS circuit parameters 
To compare the CMS and CMT models, we now examine the compound RR structure in Figure ‎3.8 
but with the coupling and loss coefficients given in [‎3] in 2D, which satisfy the limits of small 
coupling and losses.  The bus and ring structures possess a core and cladding refractive index (RI) of 
31 n , and 12 n , and a width of mw  2.0 . For these values, a mode solver yields 
oen 
6100.536-3.08   for the transverse electric (TE) field mode in the vicinity of 








 , which yields 08.3gn  at mo   334.1 . 
We next determine the coupling coefficients for mR 7.1  and mggg ooo  2.0 . First we 
apply the analytic result, based on coupled mode theory, in the appendix of [‎3], for the coupling 
coefficient between two straight parallel waveguides (buses), , which yields, )sin( bb lk   for the 
fraction of the coupled field where bl  is the interaction length.  For the coupling between a bus and a 













, with )/( 2121 RRRRRm   where 1R  
and 2R  are the radii of the two coupled elements, instead of bl . Additionally, for small coupling we 
can approximate mmm llk   )sin( . In this manner, we find m / 3.25 ,   %18 ooo kk  
and %13k . We have also repeated this calculation with the BPM , by launching power into one of 
the two straight waveguides separated by a distance of m 2.0 . Monitoring the power in the two 
waveguides yields a coupling coefficient m / 18.26 . Similarly, we investigated the coupling 
between a straight waveguide and 20  degrees of a neighboring ring [‎19]. Equating the power 
coupled into the ring to the power lost from the straight waveguide, yields %14.14 ooo kk .  
However, we adopt the result of the coupled mode theory technique, just as in [3], in order to 
compare more directly the CMT model of [‎3] with the FDTD and CMS procedures. Finally, we 
















  , in which o and o  
represent the phase shift of the fields relative to the input field phase.  
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3.4.2 CMT circuit parameters 
We now employ the RR circuit model of Figure ‎3.8, with jf  , Nj 1 , representing the energy 
amplitude in ring j  with 4N . The quantity 
2
)(tf j is normalized to the energy stored in ring j . 
Further is  and fs represent the input fields while ts  and ds  represent the through and drop port 





)(tS f , 
2
)(tSt  and 
2
)(tSd respectively [‎3].  The resonant mode of the RR though is 
described by the energy amplitude f and total energy
2
)(tf . The CMT coupling coefficients 
are o , oo and j  in place of the CMS coupling coefficients ok , ook and jk  respectively. As above, 
we set ooo    and  j j . The amount of power coupled out of a ring is parameterized by 
three decay rates e , d  and l  where the first two represent the decay into the through and the drop 
ports respectively, while the third is the decay due to waveguide losses.  The relations between the 
coupling coefficients in both models are given by [‎3], where )2/( Rvk goo    and 
)2/( Rvk gjj    with gg ncv /  the group velocity, eo  /2 and doo  /2 [‎3], and in 
the present case de   . As in the CMS model, we examine the device transmission for a single input 











Figure ‎3.8: The CMT model of the compound ring resonator circuit. 
 
While no relationship between   and l  is specified in [‎3], we can obtain this following the same 
procedure employed in [‎3] to relate o , ok and e . Hence, for an isolated ring, the power decay results 





, with gvlt / for one turn while in the CMS model, the power decays as 
le   for 
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 . Following the technique in [‎3], we have for the configuration of 
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T
iA                           (3.12.e) 
in which jj    with   the input signal angular frequency, j  is the 
thj   ring resonance 








 , with ,...2,1m  is the azimuthal resonance order, and c  is 

















  ) with: 
 1fiss oit                                       (‎3.13.a) 
  3fiss oofd             (3.13.b) 
 
and L and L  represent the phase shifts of the fields relative to the input.  
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3.4.3 Numerical results 
We now calculate the transmission according to the CMT model which is then compared to the 
results from the CMS and FDTD techniques for three representative ring waveguides. In our first 
calculation, we set the loss coefficient to zero, 0  in the CMS model so that accordingly 
0/1 l  in the CMT model. The transmission characteristics of the two ports in both models is then 
evaluated and plotted against the round trip phase shift, l  with Rl 2  in Figure ‎3.9. Next we 
consider the loss coefficients corresponding to %5  and %10  power loss per turn, representing 
different possible losses due to fabrication process tolerance in sidewall etching, oxide layer thickness 
or material intrinsic absorption, which yield the graphs of Figure ‎3.10 and Figure ‎3.11 respectively. 
The FDTD results are here fitted, for simplicity, to rational functions through equations (9) and (11) 




































Figure ‎3.9:  (a) The through port and (b) the drop port transmission characteristics for a 
lossless circuit, - - by the CMT model (red line), - by the CMS model and–o by the FDTD model. 
The small shift of results by the CMS and the CMT models is shown in the inset. The resonance 

































Figure ‎3.10: As in Figure (3.9) but for (a) The through port and (b) the drop port transmission 
































Figure ‎3.11: As in Figure  3.9 but for (a) The through port and (b) the drop port transmission 
characteristics for a circuit with %10  power loss per round trip. 
In our FDTD simulations, the normalized mode of the slab waveguide is launched into the input 
port and the overlap between the output port power and the launch power is evaluated at the output. 
The time step is set to cm / 007.0   and the perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary conditions are 
employed. The grid size is varied in both the lateral direction (x) and the longitudinal direction (z) 
starting with m 08.0  down to m 01.0  when the values of power transmission over the range of 
wavelength of interest, i.e. around resonance, start to strongly saturate. The FDTD resonance 
wavelengths shown in Figure ‎3.9, Figure ‎3.10 and Figure ‎3.11 are shifted from those generated by the 
other techniques by less than nm 2 .   This is primarily the result of the finite grid point spacing as we 
have found that the FDTD transmission curves approaches those of the other techniques as the 
interval between successive grid-points decreases. This tendency is evident for the three values of 
losses that we have examined.  However, since the time required for a calculation for our two-
dimensional square mesh implementation rapidly increases with the number of grid points, the CPU 
time even for our small ring radius of mR  7.1  reaches several days for the smallest grid point 
spacing of m01.0 . This effectively precludes the application of the FTDT method to structures 
which requires a ring resonator circumference of about m 800700 to achieve the free spectral 
range of GHzFSR  100  typically associated with WDM applications.    
 Otherwise, the bandwidth and the transmission peaks are in excellent agreement among the three 
techniques which therefore also verifies our relationships between the loss coefficients in the CMS 
and the CMT models. 
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Accordingly, we have analyzed a compound RR circuit based on the CMT technique and have 
compared our results to those of the CMS and FDTD methods for both lossless and lossy circuits. 
Here we observed that while the CMS yields a complicated analytic description of the problem, the 
accuracy of the FDTD, can however be insufficient for large RR circuits unless extensive 
computational resources are available. Additionally, while the CMT can be well-suited to ring 
resonator based circuit analysis as suggested in [‎3], the examples chosen in this reference of rings 
coupled in series or in parallel do not conclusively establish the relative advantages of the CMT since 
these structures can be modeled simply by multiplying the parametric matrices appearing in the CMS 
method. In contrast, our circuit includes an internal feedback path for power propagation that 
considerably complicates the formalism as detailed previously in this chapter.  In our more involved 
example, the relative simplicity of the CMT analysis becomes far more evident since two sets of 
CMT equations replace 11 sets of CMS equations when the coupling and losses are small. We also 
examined the relationship between the loss coefficient of the CMT and CMS models. Finally, we 
obtained FDTD results that agree well with the CMS and CMT methods, and additionally 
demonstrated that the effects of radiation modes are negligible for our structure. 
Note that we have employed the circuit parameters in [‎3] in order to facilitate our comparison 
between the CMS, CMT and FDTD techniques for the compound RR circuit configuration since for 
these parameters the coupling and losses are sufficiently small that the CMT is applicable. However, 
the CMT method cannot analyze the compound RR based interleaver circuit that we investigated 
above with the CMS method, since the coupling coefficients are too large. 
  In the following section we discuss the design, fabrication and characterization of a interleaver 
circuit that implements our CMS method results. 
3.5 Design, fabrication and characterization 
To satisfy the WDM interleaver/deinterleaver specifications of section ‎3.2 we apply the following 














                                          (‎3.14)       








 , is the mode group RI and 
en  is the mode effective RI. To avoid multimode broadening, single-mode silicon over insulator 
(SOI) waveguide, with the cross section shown in Figure ‎3.12 and parameters of Table ‎3.2 is 
employed.  Through a beam propagation method (BPM) simulation [‎73] we find, neglecting material 
dispersion, that the TE-like mode, with the dominant electric field component parallel to the substrate, 




e / 101 6

 at nmo  1550  and thus ml  755  for 
the required  FSR. The device is then on-resonance at nmo  13.1550 , with 2.43092en and 









bending losses as mR  5  [‎32]. The m 2 thick silica layer suppresses power leakage to the 
substrate leading to an overall power loss per cycle of dB 18.00755.04.2   or %4  per cycle. 
Additional losses in real devices as a result of imperfections can then further increase losses up to the 
permitted %10 per cycle [‎43]. 
To simplify the coupling ratio calculations we replaced the circular ring with a straight-sided 
racetrack and employed our BPM simulator to determine the coupling coefficient,  , between two 
straight waveguides separated by a gap, g , by first determining the required coupling length  as 





Figure ‎3.12: The single-mode SOI waveguide cross-section. 
 
Parameter Value 
Silicon RI ( Sin ) 474.3 [‎29] 
Silica RI ( Silican ) 444.1 [‎29] 
Air RI ( an ) 1 
w  m5.0  
1h  m22.0  
2h  m2  
Table ‎3.2: Single mode SOI waveguide parameters. 
The racetrack dimensions are determined by first considering the mutually coupled racetracks of 
Figure ‎3.13. If 1L , 2L  represent the length of the straight sides and R is the corner radius, section ‎3.2 
sets the shortest path on the racetrack between the interaction regions with neighboring racetracks 
equal to %25  of the racetrack circumference yielding the design rules: 
 mLLRL  755222 21       (‎3.15.a) 















Port I Port II
Port IIIPort IV
s
 )sin( 1lkk ooo                                                     (3.15.d) 
 )sin( 2lk                                                            (3.15.e) 
where 1l , 2l and s are the racetrack-bus and racetrack-racetrack interaction lengths and the separation 
between the two side racetracks, c.f. Figure ‎3.13. For the additional racetrack at port IV, the 
circumference should satisfy mL  755  yielding an interaction length with the bus al given by : 
 )sin( aa lk                                                           (3.15.f) 
The shape of the additional stage is therefore dependent on the available area on the chip. Table ‎3.3 
displays the racetrack dimensions that satisfy the conditions ooo ggg   with 
mmg   3.0 , 2.0 and m 4.0 , where we have set 02 L to decrease the mode mismatch loss in 














 1l 2l 1L s R al 
2.0 47.74 36.9 16.8 205.55 62.48 54.73 38.38 
3.0 78.120 92.9 42.5 231.25 53.14 46.55 86.96 
4.0 29.293 225.5 103.2 291.95 31.08 27.23  2.235 
Table ‎3.3: Dimensions of the racetracks in m with 02 L  
The layout was designed using Design Workshop 2000 [‎74]. The devices were fabricated 
with nm193  photolithography by ePIXfab at IMEC. Integrated grating couplers were employed 
to couple light into and out of the TE waveguide mode.  
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The output fiber 
The input fiber 






In the setup shown in Figure ‎3.14 , light from a tunable laser power is launched into a polarization 
maintaining fiber tilted by 
o10 with respect to the vertical.  The grating coupler is connected to the 
input port of the deinterleaver under test through a tapered waveguide. A similar arrangement, with a 












Figure ‎3.14: The characterization setup with different parts labeled. Positioner (1) holds the 
input fiber; while positioner (2) holds the output fiber and positioner (3) holds the chip under 
test. 
After aligning the input and output fibers, the laser wavelength is swept over a range of a few 
nanometers around nmo 1550 with a nm01.0 step, and the transmission power is recorded using a 
detector connected to a PC. The power transmission is normalized with respect to its peak value and 
plotted as a function of wavelength for each device.  
Two copies of each circuit as in the layout shown in Figure ‎3.15, all with theoretically equivalent 
performance, were copied onto 6 different positions on the wafer each with a different exposure. The 
positions are indicated by a row number: -4,-2,-1,0,+2,+4, with +4, 0, -4 being the positions with the 
maximum, ideal (corresponding to nmw 500 ) and minimum exposure level respectively. 
Therefore, there are 36 devices to test. SEM pictures of three of the fabricated devices are presented 
in Figure ‎3.16.  A photograph of some of the fabricated devices is shown in Figure ‎3.17. Measurement 
results for the two devices with best performance, labeled as device (A) and device (B), are reported 
here and displayed in (d) 
Figure ‎3.18. Device (A) is device number (4) with exposure degree (-2) while Device (B) is device 








The input ports 






















Figure ‎3.15: (a) the layout of the six copies of the proposed circuit in section ‎3.2. The two 
devices on the right most (1, 2), two in the middle (3, 4) and two on the left most (5, 6) of the 






 entries in Table ‎3.3 respectively, (b) the 
layout of device (1) showing the input, through and drop ports. On the right is the tapered 














Figure ‎3.16: SEM pictures for the fabricated (a) device (1) with mg 2.0 , (b) device (3) with 

















































































Figure ‎3.18: Measured and theoretical transmission characteristics of (a) the though port of 
device (A), (b) the drop port of device (A), (c) the through port of device (B) and (d) the drop 




3.6 Post fabrication study 
The measured free spectral range for these devices is nmFSR  7.0 , as opposed to the 
theoretically calculated nmFSR 8.0 , indicating that the actual group refractive index is 5.4gn  
not 4gn . Consequently for a nmFSR  8.0  the optimum racetrack circumference should have 
been mL  670  instead of mL 755   . The resonance wavelength was additionally shifted from 
the theoretically calculated FSRnmo   13.1550 .  Hence we have shifted the theoretical 
transmission curves to best match the experimental transmission curves as indicated in Figure ‎3.19. 
The deviations from the theoretical expectations also include ripples in the transmission band that 
probably result from slight differences in the dimensions of the five racetracks in each device which 
lead to small resonance shifts. The steep roll off of the curves near the transmission minima requires a 
more accurate scanning step than nm 01.0  to display the theoretically predicted minimum values. 
However the general features of the transmission bandwidth and roll off agree with the theoretical 
curves. 
The apparent deviations from the theoretical expectations may come as a result of the fabrication 
tolerance of the waveguide and the gap dimensions as well as the theoretical assumptions that we 
followed to simplify the calculations [‎75], [‎76-‎79].  In a previous study [‎75], a ring resonator circuit 
based on identical waveguide dimensions, i.e.  nmnmhw  220 5001  , was fabricated using the 
same technology but the actual waveguide width was found to be nmw 420 instead of the 
desired nmw  500 . Through BPM simulations, we find that such a fabrication dimensional error of 
nm 80  results in a change of gn  by 2.0  and of the power coupling coefficient by 4.0 . Similarly, 
changing w  by nm1  shifts the transmission spectrum by a wavelength of nm 96.0 , or 
equivalently GHz 76 . Moreover, as in [‎75] the waveguide walls might be slanted with an angle up to 
o9 and finally, we have neglected the coupling to the round portions of the racetracks. A detailed 
study on the effect of fabrication tolerance on the phase disorder and the coupling disorder in ring 
resonator circuits is given in [‎79]. 
 Accordingly, we introduced fabrication tolerance into our simulations by first adding a random, 
uniformly distributed error within ]1.0,1.0[  to the field coupling coefficients, while restricting the 
coupling to values 1 , then employing the experimental value, nm 7.0 of the FSRin place 
of nm 8.0 , or equivalently 5.4gn instead of 4gn  , and finally  shifting the transmission spectra 
for best matching between theoretical and experimental curves. The corresponding simulation results 
for these devices are given in Figure ‎3.19 , demonstrating a far better agreement between the 
numerical and the experimental results. The coupling ratios are here: 97.0 ooo kk , 95.0ak , 
for both devices, while 43.01 k , 57.02 k ,  49.03 k  and 44.04 k  for Device (A) and 
425.01 k , 6.02 k ,  49.03 k  and 47.04 k  for Device (B), where 1k , 2k , 3k  and 4k are 
respectively the field coupling coefficients across the top-right, bottom-right, bottom-left and top-left 
gaps in Figure ‎3.13. 
 
 80 
 Noting that the field coupling ratios in the original design were: 935.00  ookk , 952.0ak  
and 525.04321  kkkkk ,  we conclude that small coupling coefficient changes can 
strongly affect the device performance, which more generally presents a serious challenge in 
fabricating complex devices such as the interleaver. However, more careful subsequent fabrication 
























































Figure ‎3.19: Measured and theoretical transmission characteristics as in Figure ‎3.18 but with 




In this chapter we studied in detail our "compound ring resonator circuit". We customized the 
design for WDM interleaver/deinterleaver applications, generating a layout with simpler design rules, 
smaller area and competitive performance compared to other circuits of the same nature. This circuit 
was then employed to benchmark the CMS, CMT and FDTD modeling techniques.  Despite the 
generality of the CMS procedure and the accuracy of the FDTD, the CMT model yields rapid and 
accurate results for small coupling and small losses. We then designed, fabricated and characterized 
an interleaver/deinterleaver circuit for WDM operation.  Many copies of the circuit were fabricated 
with different waveguide separation gaps and bending radii to establish the fabrication tolerance.  Our 
experimental measurements are in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions for the circuit 
performance.  Deviations between the two sets of results resulting from fabrication errors could 
presumably be largely eliminated through multiple design-test cycles that would clearly establish 
optical properties such as the effective indices and losses of the waveguides and couplers and identify 




















High sensitivity ring resonator Gyroscopes 
In the previous chapter we analyzed the compound ring resonator circuit which is simply a closed 
loop of rings (CLR), and introduced a design that matches the requirements of a standard WDM 
interleaver/ deinterleaver circuit. Next we customize the same structure for a waveguide gyroscope 
that detects rotational motion through the ―Sagnac Effect‖ [‎80]. Here we first outline rotational 
motion detection with ring waveguides and then overview previous mathematical techniques for 
investigating ring gyroscopes including the fiber optic gyroscope (FOG), the resonant FOG (RFOG), 
and the coupled resonant optical waveguide (CROW) gyroscope.  Finally, we analyze our CLR gyro 
and compare our results to previously published CROW and FOG results.   
4.1 Overview 
Rotational motion can be detected by launching two counter propagating waves into a rotating loop 
waveguide through the Sagnac effect as the rotational contribution to the phase accumulated by the 
two waves is equal and opposite [‎80].  Consequently, the interference signal generated by mixing the 
two waves at the output is a function of the rotational motion.  While ring resonator circuits have been 
proposed for rotational motion detection [‎81], the authors of [‎7] demonstrate that a conventional FOG 
with the same footprint and transmission losses is still more sensitive to rotational motion than the 
corresponding CROW structure, where the sensitivity is defined as the rate of variation of the circuit 
output power with rotational speed.  However, a standard FOG requires long fiber lengths. 
In this work, we provide a comparison of  CROW and FOG gyroscopes to  the CLR structure 
discussed below by varying the wavelength, coupling coefficients, waveguide losses, number of rings 
and ring radius.  We find that the performance of the CLR device exceeds that of the other structures; 
however, the optimal structure corresponds to the one in which the field circles around the rings of 
the device with maximum coupling between rings.  This corresponds effectively to a single ring, and 
indeed, we subsequently demonstrate that a simple ring structure yields improved performance.  
Thus, the approach in this work provides an alternate method to establish that a single loop resonant 
gyro displays greater sensitivity to rotation than other proposed structures of the same area, as already 
noted in [‎8]. 
4.2 Circuit analysis 
4.2.1 Sagnac effect 
Consider a ring resonator with a mean radius R  rotating at an angular velocity 

 with a center 
located at a distance oR  from the center of rotation as shown in Figure ‎4.1.a.  If  an electric field  
propagates through the ring from a position at angle 1  with the horizontal to a position at angle 2 , 
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  is the field propagation constant, en  is the 
field effective index, o  is the free space wavelength,   is the power loss coefficient in 
1m  and the 













   
where )( oRRV

 is the linear velocity of the segment rd









  is the angular frequency of the field. From Figure ‎4.1.a, 












. The first term 
)( 12    is associated with the phase shift due to the rotational motion if the ring is centered at 
the center of rotation, i.e. 0oR , while ))sin()(sin( 21 oov    is the additional phase 
shift due to the shift between the ring center and the center of rotation.  
In the following we assume a clockwise rotation direction and denote the input field and power by 
oa  and op  while the fields and powers at the output ports A and B are denoted by Aa  , Ap  and Ba  , 
Bp  respectively.  We assume further that the rings of all gyroscopes are on-resonance as in [‎7] to 
maximize the sensitivity to rotational motion, which implies that  ml 2 , with m  an integer, 
where we employ the convention that for a forward travelling wave both phase terms are negative for 
the case of Figure ‎4.1.a, when the field travels in the clockwise direction of rotation, so that 0. Vrd

 
for 12   . If the wave travels opposite the direction of rotation, 12    and the term 
)( 12    is positive, while if the field propagates such that 0. Vrd

, the term 
))sin()(sin( 21 oov     is positive.  
For an FOG, as shown in Figure ‎4.1.b, with number of turns fN , loop radius fR and total length 





































For a single ring with radius sR  between the two arms of a Mach-Zender centered at rotation axis, 























































, ss Rl 2 , 1
22
 oo rk , 
1
22
 oooo rk  where ok ( ook ) is the field ratio coupled between the ring and the upper (lower) bus.  
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Figure ‎4.1: (a) A ring rotating about a center of rotation at a distance oR from its center,  (b) a 
fiber optic gyroscope (FOG) and (c) a single ring gyroscope.  
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4.2.2 Crow gyroscope 
The coupled resonator optical waveguide (CROW) gyroscope proposed in [‎81] and [‎7] consists of 
a closed loop with an odd number, N  [‎7], of cascaded rings coupled in series and fed through 
dB3 couplers as in Figure ‎4.2. The ratio of the field coupled between the leftmost (rightmost) rings 
and the neighboring buses is denoted by ok  ( ook ), while that between two neighboring rings is 
denoted by k . Note that in [‎81] the definition of the field coupling ratio is the square root of the 




























































































































































 for a uniform 











































2 , with oIa  and oIIa  as defined in Figure ‎4.2  producing two 
output field components, the through oIb  ( oIIb ) and the drop ooIb  ( ooIIb ), while 0 ooIIooI aa . 

















 . Hence it is 






















  are the field drop-port 


























  are the field 
through-port transmission coefficients. Finally, the normalized field transmission at the two output 












































Figure ‎4.2: CROW gyroscope with 5N  
4.2.3 Loop of ring gyroscope 
A CROW gyroscope contains a complete circle of waveguide rings terminated by a dB3 coupler. 
Therefore, the field can propagate multiple times through each ring accumulating additional Sagnac 
phase shift in the case of weak coupling between rings. If the dB3  coupler is replaced by an 
additional ring we therefore arrive at the CLR gyroscope in which the field can propagate multiple 
times around the entire structure, accumulating an additional Sagnac shift. 
We accordingly consider an even number of rings; N  coupled around a circle, as shown in Figure 
‎4.3. The coupling between the top (bottom) ring and the neighboring bus is represented by oQ ( ooQ ) 

















































  .  We therefore modify the formalism of 





































. The transmission coefficient expressions are then as given in 


























































  respectively.  The transmission coefficients for counter clockwise 












 , are given by the same expressions but with   


















  .  The design for 
odd values of 2/N  yields more complex circuit layouts since the output signal ports must be coupled 














Figure ‎4.3: CLR gyroscope with 4N  
4.3 Summary of previous CROW and FOG results 
Before presenting results on our new structures, we first elucidate the features of the CROW and 
FOG designs of [‎81] and [‎7] that are required in the comparison with the additional waveguide 
structures examined in the next section.  First, we note that if the CROW gyroscope calculations 
leading to Figure  (3) in [‎81], which we believe were carried out for mo   55.1 , 01.0  and 
0  are graphed in S.I. units, we arrive at the results of Figure ‎4.4 where   is given in srad /  
such that sradHz / 2 1  .  As expected, the magnitude of the CROW gyroscope sensitivity S  
increases as 
2)1( N  while from Figure ‎4.4.a, the normalized power level at the output port (B) is 

910  for a single ring CROW and  710 for a 21-ring structure.  Note that even with the more 
physical input values of [‎7], S  varies as 
2)1( N , but while equation 3 in [‎7] indicates that the 
output power at port B varies as 
222 )1()(sin  Nss   for small and moderate  , Figure  5 
of this reference demonstrates immediately that this does not apply to lossy waveguides.  
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Thus detecting the output signal is challenging for a lossless structure with many rings. This 
problem is not evident in [‎81] since employing arbitrary units for physical quantities such as the 
output field intensity at port B masks S  values in the order of ]/1[ 108 Hz .  To prove that our units 





 against   which coincides with Figure 3.b in [‎81]. Finally, we note that 
while S  is a function of  , Figures  3.c and 3.d of [‎81]  graph S  against   and R  respectively 
without specifying  .  However, if we identify the corresponding   with the magnitude of the 
maximum rotational angular velocity in Figure 3.a of [‎81], namely sradHz /  2000 1000  , 
and plot S  against  and R , we arrive at Figure ‎4.4.c and Figure ‎4.4.d respectively for unit input 
power which indeed again agrees with [‎81]. However, an input power of mWpo  1  
yields HzWradWsS / 102/ 10 1414    , which implies that the device is clearly impractical 
especially if we consider realistic values for 0  and   << Hz 1000 .  We believe this is the 
effect of employing miniature radius ( mR 25 ) in this calculation as well of the power loss 



















































Figure ‎4.4: A CROW circuit performance with  mo   55.1   (a) The normalized output 
power at port B as a function of rotational speed ( ) for a CROW with mR  25 , 0  and  
1.0 ooo kkk , (b) The relative sensitivity as a function of the rotational speed for the 
same CROW with mR  25 , 0 , and 1.0 ooo kkk , (c) The CROW sensitivity 
as a function of the power coupling coefficient ( ) with 9N , srHz /  20001000  , 
mR 25  and 0 , (d) The CROW sensitivity as a function of the ring radius ( R ) with 
9N , 0 , srHz /  20001000   and 1.0 ooo kkk  
 
In [‎7] a procedure is given for calculating the CROW gyroscope dimensions that yield the same 




, respectively where 
oA pp /  is the normalized detected power at port A of a CROW.  Since, for the case of Figure (5.c) of 
[‎7] 81N , 001.0  and cmR  5 , the equivalent FOG has cmR f  45  and 
m
pp













   fiber turns.  
The CROW power transmission and sensitivity are shown in Figure ‎4.5.a and Figure ‎4.5.b, where 
the latter is seen to coincide with the Figure 5.c of [‎7]. Evidently then, the CROW gyroscope, while 
not as sensitive as a FOG, the far smaller dimensions favor this structure in integrated gyroscope 






















Figure ‎4.5: (a) The normalized power transmission of a CROW gyroscope with 81N , 
cmR  5 , 001.0  and kmdB/ 2.0  at mo  55.1 . (b) The sensitivity of the CROW 
gyroscope and its equivalent FOG of cmR f  45 ,  turns3923fN , and mL f 11093 . 
4.4 Numerical results: 
In this section we compare the CLR gyroscope to equivalent CROW and FOG structures and then 
demonstrate that a gyroscope consisting of a single ring in fact generally demonstrates superior 
performance.   To do this, in contrast to [‎7],[‎81] where the ring-ring and the ring-bus coupling 
coefficients are identical we only assume equal coupling between the buses and their neighboring 
rings, e.g. ooo kk   but regard the ring-ring field coupling ratio k  as an independent value that 
ranges here from 001.0  to 99.0 .   In our calculations, we define the sensitivity at ports A and B for 
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S BB  respectively and employ unit 
input power so that Wpo  1 . We also graph the value of S  at the rotational speed   and coupling 
values for which it is a maximum and finally employ the sensitivity value of the port for which this 
quantity is again maximized. 
We first set mo   55.1  and 0 , which of course in practice would require active 
waveguides to compensate for the losses.  This yields the dependence of S  on N  and R  for CROW 
and CLR gyroscopes of Figure ‎4.6.a and Figure ‎4.6.b respectively. Here we have found that a CROW 
gyroscope is more sensitive for 9N , but less sensitive if 8N .  In this case, the optimal coupling 
values are equal and << 1 for CROW gyroscopes, for example 001.0 ooo kkk , as noted in [‎81] 
and [‎7] since a CROW gyroscope maximizes the Sagnac shift for small coupling coefficients. In 
contrast, the optimal ring-bus coupling for CLR gyroscopes is typically small ( 1 ooo kk ) while 
ring-ring coupling is large ( 9.0k ), corresponding to a structure for which the electric field circles 





































Figure ‎4.6: The sensitivity as a function of N  and R  with mo  55.1  and 0 ,  (a) a 
CROW gyroscope, (b) a CLR gyroscope. 
If we repeat our calculations for typical fiber parameters, i.e. mo   55.1  with kmdB/ 2.0  
and mo   633.0  with kmdB / 7  [‎57], we find the sensitivity curves of Figure ‎4.7 and Figure 
‎4.8 for the two device structures. Evidently the RS   curves fall into two nearly coinciding families 
of curves for ports A and B of the CROW gyroscopes, indicating that the sensitivity is nearly 
independent of N , unlike CLR gyroscopes where S  increases with N . However, for any N the 
CLR gyroscope is more sensitive than the CROW. Additionally, to maximize S of CROW 
gyroscopes, ooo kk   while still << 1, should exceed their values when 0 , and k  must be << 1 
so that the waveguide couples power to the input and output waveguides lessening the impact of the 
waveguide losses. In contrast, the optimal values of these quantities are similar for lossy CLR and 





































Figure ‎4.7: The sensitivity as a function of N  and R  with mo   55.1  and kmdB / 2.0 ,  































Figure ‎4.8: The sensitivity as a function of N  and R  with mo   633.0  and kmdB / 7 ,  
(a) a CROW gyroscope, (b) a CLR gyroscope. 
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To design an equivalent FOG [‎7] according to the criterion discussed above for mo   55.1  
and kmdB/ 2.0 , we compute the sensitivity of the FOG as a function of R  that is equivalent to a 
CROW gyroscope of given radius R  and number of rings N .  Our results are displayed in Figure 
‎4.9.a, where the legends are labeled as FN , in which F  stands for "fiber" and N  is the number of 
the counterpart CROW rings. In Figure ‎4.9.b we examine the FOG structures that are equivalent to a 
CLR gyroscope.  Since BA SS   for a FOG only AS is shown in Figure ‎4.9.  Clearly the sensitivity 
of a CROW gyroscope is less than that of the equivalent FOG, as noted above while the sensitivity of 
a CLR gyroscope exceeds that of the equivalent FOG.  Since the FOG requires very long fibers, for 
example m 41932fL ,  turns66737fN , m 0.1Rf  for the structure equivalent to a CLR 
gyroscope of  cmR 5  and 5N , we conclude that a CLR gyroscope can potentially replace a 
FOG. 
However, if the ring-ring coupling is close to 100%, while the ring-bus coupling is near zero, the 
electromagnetic field effectively only propagates through the region of each ring of the CLR between 
the coupling regions. However, the resulting circuit around the circle ring waveguides is transverse 
multiple times indicating that single large ring with an area equal to that of the CLR yields an optimal 
Sagnac shift.  Accordingly, we considered the equivalent single ring gyroscope, i.e. that with an area 
approximately equal to that of the CROW and CLR gyroscopes with N rings of radius R for 
mo   55.1  and kmdB/ 2.0 . The corresponding RS  curves are shown in Figure ‎4.10.a and 
Figure ‎4.10.b respectively. Here we denote our results by SNA  and SNB  for ports A  and B  
respectively. Evidently the single ring gyroscope yields superior performance when the ring-bus 
coupling coefficients are set equal, ooo kk  , and as small as possible. Thus CROW gyroscope of 
9N  and cmR  5  displays a maximum sensitivity of 483.4 , while the same value for the 
equivalent FOG is 15.8899 and for the equivalent single ring gyroscope 29.2645. Similarly, a CLR 
gyroscope with 8N  and cmR  5 exhibits a maximum sensitivity of 11.5071 (exceeding that of 
the CROW with 9N ), while the corresponding value for the equivalent FOG is 10.8712 and for 
equivalent single ring gyroscope 23.4783.   Note that our calculation differs from that of [‎7], in 
which the ratio of the sensitivity of a CROW gyroscope to its equivalent FOG was reported to have a 
maximum value near unity for 1N , since in [‎7], R  is held fixed, leading to a larger FOG circuit 








































Figure ‎4.9: The sensitivity of the equivalent FOG for (a) CROW gyroscopes and (b) for CLR 
































Figure ‎4.10: The sensitivity of the equivalent single ring gyroscope for (a) CROW gyroscopes 





In this chapter we studied a CLR gyro composed of a circle of mutually coupled ring resonators. 
As expected, we have found that a CLR structure is more sensitive to rotation than an equivalent FOG 
or CROW gyroscope.  As well, the maximum sensitivity results when the coupling between the rings 
1  and the coupling to the outer buses is 1 leading to the conclusion that the Sagnac shift is most 
efficiently amplified if the field propagates multiple times through the entire circuit. Consistent with 
this explanation, our calculations demonstrated that a gyroscope with a single ring that is weakly 



























Conclusion and future work 
In this work we have obtained several main results.  The first of these is a new design of a tunable 
ring resonator (RR) circuit based on a hybrid structure incorporating an electro-optic polymer layer 
above a standard silicon over insulator (SOI) waveguide such that an externally applied electric field 
between two electrodes changes the refractive index (RI) of the polymer layer and hence the phase of 
the propagating mode. We discussed two approaches to tuning and showed sample design parameters 
based on standard waveguide dimensions and losses. The proposed device is expected to provide a 
switching speed of GHz  10020 , which exceeds that obtained with current SOI technology, while 
still maintaining compatibility with CMOS components.  A single polarity tuning voltage (V ) can be 
employed unlike SOI devices for which dual polarity drive voltages are recommended. The quality 
factor ( Q ) is independent of V , unlike plasma tuned SOI devices, and is in the standard range of 
410 similarly to the counterpart polymer and SOI devices. The extinction ratio ( ) can as well 
approach dB 100 .  We further studied the relation between the ring radius ( R ), and the depending 
parameters such as the tuning range (TR) and the free spectral range ( FSR), and V .  Our results 
show that this device can be optimized for standard Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) 
applications with nmFSR  8.0  unlike standard structures. 
Next, we performed a comparison of numerical procedures in the context of a complex compound 
RR structure containing a compound ring formed from several individual ring resonators.  Our 
studies, which comprised coupling of modes in space (CMS), the coupling of modes in time (CMT) 
and the finite difference time domain (FDTD) techniques demonstrated that while the CMT is the 
simplest to apply, the CMS is applicable to a larger range of coupling and losses. FDTD simulations 
were in good agreement with the two analytical techniques but required far greater computational 
resources. With these methods, we were able to customize the ring resonator configuration for WDM 
interleaver/deinterleaver circuit applications where we demonstrated that unlike the current state-of-
the-art circuit which employs seven RRs, a structure employing five RRs could be employed, yielding 
simpler design rules, higher fabrication yield and smaller circuit area. We then fabricated this circuit 
using deep ultra-violet photolithography at a wavelength of nm 931  in collaboration with UBC and 
IMEC. Our experimental results agreed well with theoretical expectations to within the expected 
fabrication tolerance. 
Finally, we analyzed integrated RR based gyroscopes and compared them to a standard fiber optic 
gyroscope (FOG) with equivalent dimensions. While the FOG was found to exhibit superior 
performance, integrated gyroscopes could be competitive at presently unattainable lower waveguide 
losses. 
Our results could find future application in numerous contexts.  Improved versions of our tunable 
hybrid structure, especially in conjunction with future advances in polymer technology, could reduce 
the effect of fabrication error in many devices by providing a compensation mechanism through 
adjustments to the tuning voltage.  As well, extensions of the compound RR structure that we 
examine in the second part of the thesis could be optimized for advanced processing functions such as 
digital and analog modulators and filters within a reduced footprint.  For example, a similar structure 
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designed to control both signal amplitude and phase, could be employed to implement quadrature 
amplitude modulation (QAM) as well as amplitude shift keying (ASK) and phase shift keying (PSK). 
Finally, our results on integrated optical gyroscopes could eventually be employed together with 
active waveguides to achieve light weight and small volume devices. 
In conclusion RR circuits could provide a high speed, large bandwidth alternatives to many 
standard devices for essential functions such as signal generation, modulation, amplification and 
routing. However, while this could provide additional levels of miniaturization and integration, the 
rather stringent fabrication tolerances constitute an obvious drawback.  As a consequence, our 
experience indicates that optimal RR device parameters can generally only be established through 
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